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he Earth is a phenomenally marvelous place in which we are privileged to be able to live. 
Many of us think that the earth is unique in the whole universe, in having the myriad of 

substances and features, ALL OF WHICH HAVE TO BE JUST AS THEY ARE to allow life, 
particularly human life to exist.

This book explores a whole gamut of the features of the earth and its inhabitants, with marvelous 
artwork to illustrate what is being communicated.  The book is filled with a myriad of illustrations, 
descriptions and explanations of the details of the Earth’s inhabitants, and of our planets composition 
and features.  Many of the illustrations show the complexity and intricacy of the systems that comprise 
each life form.  Studying each of these leads one to ask the question: how did they form?  It is really 
inconceivable that they came about through random, undirected change from one generation of life 
to the next.  They all fit into an exquisite design and to me the word “design” demands a designer.

Each book covers a different class of earth’s inhabitants, starting with Book 1 with the most 
marvelous machine, the human body.  It then moves down the complexity of organisms, discussing 
and illustrating each with suburb artistic illustrations. Book 2 covers animals and the following Books 
cover other living species, animal and plant.  It then moves to our Earth, and finally the solar system.

The examples are to give you information, and then to make you think.  For example, Jacque 
describes and illustrates the human circulatory system.  She shows the heart, veins and arteries, 
and the many places they go.  Now, think for a moment about all the different components of the 
circulatory system.  There is the heart with its valves and timing mechanism, the veins and arteries, 
the kidneys, the liver, the lungs, the blood with its many components and types of cells, and the 
hundreds of miles of capillaries.

So considering the complexity of this one system, it is not even remotely possible that it came 
about, over millions of years, from millions of minor changes to a species, and slowly came together.  
Now, really, a system as complicated as the circulatory has to have everything in place, and working.  
You can’t have a heart pumping away with no veins or blood, and expect these to be added in 
later generations.  This is what is called the “irreducible minimum” meaning that the system cannot 
function at all unless ALL needed parts are in place and working.

And then Jacque describes all of the related body systems that interconnect with the circulatory 
system.  The blood feeds the muscular system, the digestive system, the urinary system, and on and 
on.  All related and working together.

So this book gives a marvelous overview of planet Earth and its inhabitants.  All seven books have 
many examples of the marvels that exist on our Earth.  You did not buy this book to get my synopsis 
of its content.  My hat’s off to Jacque for putting it all together such as she has.

Henry L. Richter, PhD., former NASA/JPL space scientist/manager

Books by Henry L. Richter, PhD.:
Spacecraft Earth: A Guide for Passengers (with David F Coppedge)
America’s Leap Into Space: My Time at JPL and the First Explorer Satellites
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                 Hi there!
                 I’m Sophie, the      
         seahorse. Let’s go on an 
         adventure together! Look
      for me as you enjoy all the 
        fascinating facts about    
              creation. Let the     
                  journey begin!
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The Frog and
Toad Life Cycle; Egg,
Tadpole (Pollywog), 
Tadpole with Legs, 
Young Frog/Toad,

            Adult

• Mostly live on land & have no teeth
• Dry, bumpy skin
• Eggs found in a strand

• Mostly live on land & have no teeth
• Dry, bumpy skin
• Eggs found in a strand

    
     

 Frog        Frog        Frog

     Toad

Red-Eyed
Tree Frog

  Frog
Glass
Frog

Wallace’s
Flying Frog

               Cape Rain      
                     Frog

Madagascar
Tomato Frog

Green and Black
Poison Dart Frog

And Aaron stretched out
his hand over the waters of Egypt; 

and the frogs came up, and 
covered the land of Egypt.

Exodus 8:6

    Underside is
     see through >

       Frog
         Surinam
    Horned
Frog

       Frog

  Frog
Goliath

Frog

  Toad Asian
Common

Toad

      Frog Vietnamese
Mossy Frog

• The Wallace’s Flying Frog 
has long arms and legs and is

3.1-3.9 in (8-10 cm) long.

• Mostly living in the trees, 
they leap and ‘fly’ (glide) from tree to 

tree or to bushes which is why they are also 
called parachute frogs.

• They will glide 50 feet or more to the forest floor 
where they mate and lay eggs, with loose skin flaps on their 
sides and webbed fingers and toes.

• Their toe pads are large which help them land softly and 
stick to the trunks of trees and leaves of bushes.

• The smallest frog is the Paedophryne Amauensis from 
Papua New Guinea at .3 in (.77 cm) long...they are 
very tiny and will fit on the nail of your little finger!

• Poison Dart Frogs usually have bright colors 
to warn predators that their skin is poison.

• They are home in humid, tropical areas of 
Central and South America.

• Most Poison Dart Frogs are small at 
.6 -2.4 in (1.5-6.1 cm) long and 
weigh 1 oz. (28 g) on average.

• Momma’s lay eggs on leaves 
or in plants and when the eggs hatch, the 

tadpoles are given a piggyback ride.

• Babies stick to the adult back 
(usually the dads) with slime (mucus) and 

then they are brought to small pools of 
water where the parents lookout for them as they grow.

• Red-Eyed Tree Frogs are very colorful; 
vibrant green, brilliant 
yellow, sky blue, tiger 
orange and bright red. 
Phenomenal design!

• As they sit on a leaf, 
they shut their eyes 
and tuck their legs in close to their 
body to hide from critters.

• When there is a predator around, they 
open their eyes and jump away, showing all 
their dazzling colors. 

• They are more active at night, looking for 
insects, because of these colors.

• They have sticky pads (hexagonal 
nanopillars, which are six-sided) on 
their toes that stick to the leaves.

• Other frog pads have pentagonal (5 sides) and heptagonal       
(7 sides) geometric shapes. There is math all around us!

• The Glass Frog gets its name because of 
the see-through skin on their chest 
and belly which show their 
internal organs; heart, 
lungs, intestines, and 
blood supply.

• Most are small from 
.8 -1.2 in (2-3 cm) long.

• They eat soft insects 
and spiders.

• Frogs shed their skin about 
once a week. After it pulls 
off the old, dead skin, the frog usually eats it.

• As frogs breathe through 
their skin when in 
water, the shedding 
stops skin from 
hardening so oxygen 
can still get through.

• The Golden Mantella can be either red, orange or yellow 
and young frogs (froglets) are olive green/dull brown.

• They will feed on ants, termites, fruit flies, and more.

• Active during the day (diurnal), there are usually twice as 
many males as females in their groups.

• They give off enough poison to make predators sick or at the 
very least, they make themselves taste kind of awful.

• They have short legs 
designed for crawling 
or climbing rather than 

hopping.

• Check out the newest frog 
discovered (Synapturanus 

Danta) in Peru (2/2022). It 
is .4-.8 in (1-2 cm) long, so 
about the size of a quarter.

• The Goliath Frog is the world’s largest frog and is 12.5 in 
(32 cm) long and weighs up to 7 lb (3.2 kg).

• They are also known as ‘giant slippery frogs’.
• Hundreds of eggs are made by a female Goliath frog, and the 

eggs and tadpoles are of similar size to other frogs.

• The tadpoles are plant eaters (herbivores), and they only eat 
dicraeia warmingii (riverweed). Adults eat bats, crabs, fish, 
insects, snakes, turtles, worms, and more. 

• They have webbed feet and can leap almost 10 ft (3 m).

• They do not croak (no 
vocal cords) but can make 
a whistle sound.

• Frogs and toads will 
shed their skin and eat 

it (it’s good food). Some 
shed weekly, others as 
often as every day.

• Cape Rain Frogs (also called 
Giant Rain Frogs) are only 
found in South Africa.

• They can grow up to be 
1.75 in (4.5 cm) long.

• Living underground, they 
usually appear just before 
it rains. 

• Their tunneling aerates (oxygenates or brings air) inside the 
dirt which help crops and plants to thrive and grow where 

the Cape Rain Frogs call home.

• When they are scared, they will swallow air which 
will help them appear larger and it lets them float 
on water...but they cannot swim. 

• The Madagascar Tomato Frog 
puffs up its body when it feels 
threatened. (And yes, they can 
only be found in Madagascar.) 

• They will ooze out a thick gooey 
toxin that numbs the predator’s eyes 
and mouth, if one happens to try 
and eat them for a meal.

• Females are larger than the males; females can get up to 4 in 
(10.2 cm) long and weigh 8.1 oz (230 g), and males can get up 
to 2.6 in (6.5 cm) long and weigh 1.4 oz (41g).

• Momma will lay hundreds of black and white, sticky eggs 
on top of the water.

• They have a neat call. Check out their sound online!

• The Cane Toad is the world’s largest toad 
and the largest one was 9.4 in (24 cm) long.

• Other names for the Cane Toad are 
Marine Toad and Giant Toad.

• The females lay thousands of 
eggs at a time, in one batch.

• Cane Toads are very poisonous 
to other critters.

• They don’t let go of their 
poison often as it takes 
several months to 
store up more. 

• Poison is used when they 
really need it as less activity 

and lower growth happens when it is used.

• They will try and run away first or freeze 
and puff themselves up to look bigger or 

jump toward the predator to scare them.

• Surinam Horned Frogs can only be found in South America.

• They are a large frog that can reach 4-8 in (20 cm) long 
and weigh up to 1 lb (.45 kg). Females are usually larger.

• Both male and females have wide mouths, long sticky 
tongues and horn-like bumps above its eyes. 

• They are also known as the Pac Man frog because of it’s 
hungry appetite and large mouth.

• Females can make up to 1000 eggs 
per season. She carries the eggs on 

her back until she finds a nice 
aquatic plant for the 
eggs to hatch.

• Their metamorphosis 
(when they become miniature 

frogs) lasts around 90 days. 

• A tadpole is not a fish, they are the 
babies of adult frogs and toads and they have 

all the genes it needs to grow legs just at the right time.

• The Asian Common Toad can grow up to 8 in (20 cm) long.

• They have one-of-a-kind bump patterns so you can tell one 
frog from another frog.

• Bumps on toads are not warts, and a person cannot get 
warts from holding or touching a toad. 

• Although the Asian Common Toad does ooze burning toxins 
(like other toads) from glands in their backs to stop predators.

• They eat a wide variety of bugs; ants, bees, beetles, 
butterflies, grasshoppers, sawflies, termites, and wasps.

• Some frogs and toads do not 
go through the tadpole 
stage but go right to being 
a froglet or toadlet (baby 
frogs/toads).

• All toads are frogs, but not all 
frogs are toads as toads are 
indeed frogs.

{
.3 in (.77 cm)  so tiny

       F
rog

   
 P

ads Closeup-10 μm

Frog
Golden

Mantella
Frog

• Vietnamese Mossy Frogs skin is a splotchy 
green and brown that looks like moss growing on a 

rock, which help them stay hidden (great camouflage).

• They will roll into a ball when afraid and play dead.

• Like all frogs, toads, and salamanders, they do not chew their 
food but swallow it whole using their eyes, feet and tongue.

• They pull their eyes down into the roof of their mouth which 
helps push food down its throat. 

• Mossy frogs eat crickets, cockroaches, and even earthworms.

• Living in moist and rocky places in the rainforest, they lay 
their eggs in a small bunch on 
the ground above water. 

• When their babies (larvae) 
hatch they fall into the water.

• Females are larger than 
the males and can get to 
3.1-3.5 in (8-9 cm).

“Goat-like” eyes-
horizontal pupils

No toe-pads

Cane
Toad

• Mostly aquatic & have teeth
• Moist, slimy skin
• Eggs found in a cluster

• Mostly aquatic & have teeth
• Moist, slimy skin
• Eggs found in a cluster

They 
are not 

poisonous 
to humans.
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  Newt   Newt

      
   Caecilian

        
      Caecilian

    Salamander

    Salamander

    Salamander

    Salamander

  Salamander

Emperor
Newt Iberian

Ribbed Newt

  Newt
Luristan Newt 

  Salamander
Fire Salamander

Axolotl
Salamander

Kodagu Striped 
Caecilian

Guarding its eggs

Mudpuppy

Tiger Salamander

Western Lesser
Siren Salamander

Spotted Salamander

• The Fire Salamander is quite poisonous and to stop predators they will secrete 
(give off) poison out of their poison glands.

• For humans, the poison can cause a skin irritation so be sure 
to wash your hands after touching any 
salamander or newt.

• Better yet, don’t touch 
them if you can 
avoid it.

• Salamanders are either terrestrial (land) or aquatic 
(water) and are the only amphibians with tails.

• They can even grow (regenerate) their tail back 
if they lose it. Including their arms, brain, ears, 

eyes, heart, jaw, kidney, legs, and spinal cord. 

• The Emperor Newt has a bony ridge on top of its head and back, and a row of orange 
warts running down either side of its body which are poison glands.

• Females and males look very alike and can reach 4.5-8 in (11-20 cm) in 
length but females are larger in size.

 • The Iberian Ribbed Newt has sharply pointed ribs to protect them against
predators. The rib ends sometimes 

poke through its skin!
• They can get up to 8 in (20 cm) 
long in captivity and up to 12 in 
(30 cm) in the wild.

• It hardly comes out on land and 
lives in lakes, ponds and streams.

• There are only a few differences between newts 
and salamanders.

• Newts look like a frog and a lizard combo and 
most spend their lives in the water.

• Spotted Salamanders are hard to spot as they 
spend most of their time underground.

• The few times they come above ground is after a rain or for eating and breeding.

• They will hibernate (lie dormant) underground until their breeding season in March–May.

• The Mudpuppy Salamander  is named that way as they make loud squeaks which sound like a 
dog barking... hence the name mudpuppy.

• It is also known as a Waterdog as they spend their life in lakes, muddy waters, and streams.

• They breathe using red, bushy gills that are found on either side of their neck.

• The Luristan Newt only lives in the Luristan Province of Iran in the Zagros Mountains.

• It is found in ponds and pools and scrublands and woodlands.

• They are 3.9-5.5 in (10-14 cm) in length.

• Food includes bloodworms, crickets, earthworms, fruit flies, maggots, and more.

• The Western Lesser Siren 
Salamander is also known as 
the two-legged eel.

• They feed on aquatic bugs 
(invertebrates) like insect 
larvae, krill, shrimp, snails, 
worms, and more.

• There are only two legs close to their head 
and their body can be from 7-27 in (18-69 cm) long.

• Drought is tolerated well as they can tunnel into the 
mud and if the mud dries up they will release a glue-like 
mixture which lets them stay buried in dry mud for months. 

• Axolotl salamanders (Ax-oh-lot-ul)
 do not go through changes 

(metamorphosis) like most amphibians 
which breathe through their lungs 
and take to land. 

• Instead of growing lungs they have six 
gills outside their body plus adults remain 
aquatic and don’t walk on land.

• They can lay over 1,000 eggs at a time.

• Most salamanders are between 4-8 in (10-20 cm) long.

• Salamanders can be as small as .7 in (1.7 cm) long to the largest aquatic 
salamander (Chinese Giant) which reaches 5.9 ft (1.8 m) and is well over 100 lb (45 kg).

• Marbled Salamanders do not normally go in water. They live in forests and wooded hillsides, and other places with damp ground.

• They are nocturnal (active at night) and will tunnel under logs or leaves in the day.

• Centipedes, insects, small worms, slugs, and even snails, is what they enjoy eating. They hunt by 
tracking movement and smell (odor of its prey). They will not eat dead prey.

• The Tiger Salamander is the largest land dwelling salamander and the largest one was 
14 in (36 cm) long. The average size ranges between 6-8 in (15-20 cm).

• Being nocturnal, they will come up out of their burrows 
at night to feed on frogs, insects, and worms.

• They can live 12-16 years in the 
wild and up to 25 years in captivity.

• Their colors vary with round, yellow spots over a black 
body, but some can have yellow stripes or look more green.

     
Salamander

Marbled
Salamander

               • All Caecilians have lungs (except for Atretochoana Eiselti Caecilian), and they also use their skin or 
mouths to draw in oxygen. The left lung is much smaller than the right one oftentimes.

• They can be 3-60 in (8-153 cm) long and they are the only amphibians with tentacles. 

• Their heads are designed for burrowing (digging) and they can see dark 
and light so they are almost blind.

• About 25% of Caecilians lay eggs, and the other 75% 
give birth to already formed babies.

• They come in a rainbow of colors.; black, 
blue, green, orange, purple, or yellow.

• The Kodagu Striped Caecilian only 
lives in southern Western Ghats, India.

• Their body is designed to burrow and they mostly live in the ground;
a strong skull and a pointed snout is used to push through the mud and soil.

Armless and Legless Amphibian

            Caecilians
   (seh-SILL-yens) look like
  large worms and sometimes
 it’s hard to tell which end
        is their head and
         which is their tail! 

All newts are salamandersAll newts are salamandersNot all salamanders are newtsNot all salamanders are newts

< < < Gills

The LORD is good to all:
and his tender mercies
are over all his works.

Psalms 145:9
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And God created great
whales and every living
creature that moves...

Genesis 1:21

All dolphins are
whales, but not all

whales are dolphins!
Dolphins are 

  toothed whales.

     W
hale Beluga

Whale

Stingray

Bluespotted
Ribbontail

Stingray

     S hark

Great White
Shark

S hark

      
  Manatee West

Indian
Manatee

  Whale

     
     

    W
hale  Blue Whale

Humpback
Whale

            Shark

Whale Shark

Dolphin Sailfish
Bottlenose

Dolphin
• Hammerhead Sharks can see 
above and below them as their eyes 
are on each side of their head.

• They have pores (ampullae of Lorenzini) on 
their head which senses the electrical fields given 

off by other living critters. 

• Food is crab, fish, octopus, shrimp, squid, stingray, and more.

• Mommy’s give birth to litters of 12-15 pups, although the 
Great Hammerhead Shark gives birth to 20-40 pups.

• Once baby sharks are born, the parents do not take care of 
them at all but they do look for a safe place to give birth.

• The baby sharks will swim for warmer water, moving 
together as a group, until they are 

older and large enough to 
live on their own.

• Bluespotted Ribbontail Stingray’s are 
smaller rays at 28 in (71 cm) long.

• The average size of a stingray 
is 6.5-7.5 ft (2-2.3 m) long and 
600-700 lb (272-318 kg).

• The biggest stingray ever caught was 
14 ft (4.3 m) long, and weighed about 750 lb 

(340 kg). (It was released back into the ocean).

• There are many types of rays: butterfly, electric, manta . . . 

• Stingrays and manta rays are alike but only stingrays have 
a barb with jagged edges and a sharp point at their tail end.

• The mouth on stingrays are on the underside of their bodies 
and for manta rays they are right at the front.

• Instead of a skeleton like we have, rays have 
rubbery cartilage which is bendy like our 

ears and nose.

• The Hector Dolphin is the only 
dolphin, porpoise, or whale native            to New Zealand.

• They are the smallest dolphin and are     3.9 -5.3 ft (1.2-1.6 m) 
long and weigh 88 -132 lb (40-60 kg).

• At 24-31 in (61-79 cm) in length and weighing 18 -22 lb (8-10 kg), 
baby Hector’s are wee little dolphins!

• Females begin calving between 7-9 years 
old and the calves are weaned (stop 
nursing) around one year old.

• They stay close to where they were 
born to a range of 32 mi (52 k).

• Their life expectancy is 20-25 years old.

• Humpback Whales are huge creatures and are about the 
size of a school bus but can get up to 60 ft (18 m) and 40 tons 
(80,000 lb/36,287 kg).

• They eat (krill and plankton) for about 4 months out of the year 
using complex and incredible bubble-net feeding.

• Male Humpback Whales 
can sing for 20 minutes and 

can be heard 20 miles away.

• Their flippers can grow up 
to 16 ft (4.9 m) long, and their 

tails can get up to 18 ft (5.5 m) 
wide; females are larger than males.

• Baby calves will nurse for almost a 
year and will drink 50 -100 gallons 

(189-379 L) of milk.

• The largest dolphin is the Orca; also known as killer whales.

• They will eat penguins, salmon, 
seals, squid, and whales.

• Their teeth can be 4 in (10 cm) long. 
• Using echolocation, they make 
sounds underwater to find prey; it 
bounces back to them and shows the 

preys shape, size, and whereabouts.

• In the wild, Orca’s have never been known to 
attack a human. 

• They are 16 -26 ft (4.9-7.9 m) long with females 
being smaller than males.

• Orca’s weigh 3 -6 tons
(6000-12,000 lb/2722-5443 kg). 

• Dolphins (and whales 
and manatees) are warm 
blooded and breathe 
air using lungs.

• All of them must come 
up to the surface for air.

• Dolphins are very 
intelligent and their brain mass is slightly larger than 
humans; 57 oz (1600 g) versus 46 oz (1300 g).

• Using echoes from sound waves (echolocation) help them find 
food and keep away from enemies. 

• They have skin that feels like rubber and it is 10-20 times 
thicker than other land (terrestrial) mammals. 

• Instead of laying eggs, they give birth to live babies and 
the babies get milk (nurse) from momma.

• Sailfish are the fastest fish 
in the ocean and they can get 
to speeds of 68 mph (109 kph).

• Their blue dorsal fin 
known as a sail, is 
usually folded              down when swimming; and raised when 
looking for food like sardines, snails, squid, tuna . . . 

• All fish (like sailfish, salmon, stingrays and sharks...) have gills 
that they use to breathe air.

• Fish sniff the water coming through one or two pairs of 
nostrils (nares) to find smells in the water and predators. 

• Sailfish have a pair of nares in front of their eyes. 

• Females are bigger than males as they can lay up to 
50,000 eggs a year; eggs are 
.05 in (.13 cm) . . . less 
than 1/16th of 
an inch!

• Whale Shark’s are the largest 
shark and the largest found was 62 ft (19 m) long.

• The smallest shark is the Dwarf Lantern Shark which 
measures 6.3 -7.9 in (16-20 cm) in length.

• When the Whale Shark eats, they open up their huge jaws 
and gobble up a lot of plankton and whatever other small 
fish happen to be around. 

• They are filter feeders like the Megamouth Shark and the 
Basking Shark (plus Baleen Whales like the Blue Whale).

• Whale Shark mouths can have over 300 rows of tiny 
teeth and 20 filter pads.

• Check out the Thresher Shark whose tail 
can make water boil as its tail moves 50 mph 
(80 kph); this is called cavitation.

• The Manatee is also known as a Sea Cow.
• They have only 6 neck bones unlike most mammals that have 

7 neck bones; dolphins, elephants, 
giraffes, mice, tigers . . .

• Sloths have 5-9 neck bones. 

• Manatees and dugongs 
look similar but manatees 
have paddle-shaped 
tails and dugongs have 
fluked tails like a dolphin 
or whale. 

• Their mouths and body size 
are different also.

• West Indian Manatees are 
9-11.5 ft (2.7-3.5 m) long and 
weigh 440-1,320 lb (200-599 kg). Calves are 
4-4.5 ft (1.2-1.4 m) and weigh 60-70 lb (27-32 kg).

• Blue Whales are the 
largest animal at 70-100 ft (21-30 m) long.  

So about the length of two school buses or 6 cars!
• And they weigh up to 200 tons (400,000 lb/181,437 kg).

• Newborn blue whales are 23-25 ft (7-7.6 m) when born.

• Adult hearts weigh more than a cow at 400 lb (181 kg), 
and weighs about 640 times more than a human heart.

• And at 5 ft (1.5 m) long, 5 ft (1.5 m) tall, and 4 ft (1.2 m) wide, 
that sure is one big heart! A human could swim

 through their blood vessels!
• They mostly eat krill which are 2 in (5 cm) crustaceans . . .  
  up to 8 tons (16,000 lb/7258 kg) a day.

• Krill is sifted through ‘comb-like’ 
baleen plates in its mouth.

• Beluga Whales are also called 
canaries of the sea because they seem to sing and they 
make lots of noises like chirps, clicks, squeals, and 
whistles (they have highly advanced vocalization skills). 

• Babies are born dark gray, and it can take up to eight 
years before they turn fully white.

• The Beluga Whale can swim backwards.

• Their neck bones (cervical vertebrae) are 
not fused together, so they can move 
their head up, down and side-to-side. 

• Check out the 
Narwhal 
Whale 
with its 
“tusk”.

   Hector Dolphin

    Dolphin

  Dolphin
Orca Dolphin

Hammerhead
Shark

Scalloped
Hammerhead

Shark

< Hector Dolphin
   size compared
   to blue whale

Human

<

<Eye

<Mouth

Eye

>

       7-13 ft.
 (2-4 m) long.
     330-1400 lb (150-635 kg).

                                        The                 

                                 largest was     

                 11.2 ft (3.4 m) long 

and weighed 220.5 lb (100 kg).

Largest was
 15 ft. (4.6 m) long    
      and weighed
3,649 lb (1,655 kg).

      Tooth fossil
   from Atacama
Desert of Chile.• Great White Sharks can weigh 2.1-2.5 tons

 (4,200-5,000 lb/1905-2268 kg) or more and are
 11-20+ ft (3.6-6.1 m) long. 
• Their placoid scales are strong as steel
 and almost granite hard and cover their skin. 
• They have up to 300 sharp, saw-toothed,
 triangular teeth laid out in up to seven rows.
• Using their keen sense of smell they find prey using an organ 

called the olfactory bulb.
• Their ears are two small openings above and behind their 

eyes so their ears are hard to see.
• A lateral line (which is found in all fish), goes along the
 middle of its body from head to tail and help them find prey. 
 It is made of cells that sense vibrations in
 the water up to 820 ft (250 m) away.
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The kingdom of heaven is like a 
dragnet that was cast into the sea 
and gathered some of every kind.

Matthew 13:47

Mink

      
     Flounder

      
        

   Sea Lion

      
        

     Sardine

      
        T

una

  Lungfish

Otter

      
    Unicorn Fish

     Walrus

American
Mink

Ocellated
Flounder

Blackfin
Tuna

Marbled
Lungfish

California
Sea Lion Pup

Short-Nosed
Unicorn Fish

Flounder - Sardine - Tuna - Unicorn FishFlounder - Sardine - Tuna - Unicorn FishPlatypus

       Seal Harp Seal
(Juvenile)

    Eel

Mustache
Conger

Eel

Pacific
Walrus

• Unicorn Fish, also 
called Unicorn 

Tang, have a bony horn 
sticking out from their forehead.

• The Whitemargin Unicorn Fish is the largest and can get as 
long as 3.3 ft (1 m) with a 5.1 in (13 cm) horn.

• They have sharp blades on either side of their tails to protect 
them from predators and to fend off other fish in feeding areas. 

• Adults feed on algae, small plants and weeds.

• Their mouth is designed to eat the algae from coral while 
keeping the coral unharmed.

• Unicorn Fish mainly live around coral reefs and are spread 
across the Indo-Pacific from Africa to Hawaii. 

• Their skin is hard and leathery and unicorn fish 
can change the color of their skin.

• Otters have the thickest 
fur of any mammal at 
850,000 -1,000,000 

hairs per square inch!
• They do not have a blubber 

layer; their fur keeps them warm at a temperature of 100º.

• Their webbed feet help them swim and they can hold their 
breath for 8 minutes underwater.

• Under each forearm are pockets of loose skin where they can 
store food and rocks. Haha, armpit purses...brilliant!

• They like fish but they will eat crabs, crayfish, frogs, & more.

• 90% of all sea otters live off the coast of Alaska.

• Otters love to rest in groups; a resting group is called a raft.

• The Walrus has tusks like an elephant and look like a 
massive seal with a weight of 4,400 lb (1,996 kg).

• Calves weigh around 100 -165 lb (45-75 kg).

• Their huge ivory tusks are actually canine 
teeth and can grow to 3 ft (.9 m) long in 

males (bulls).

• Using their tusks, they look for food in 
the mud like clams and sea snails.

• They also enjoy eating mollusc, octopus, 
sea cucumber, shrimp, and worms.

• Their blubber (fat) protects them 
against the very cold arctic temps. 

• The Walrus can tolerate freezing 
temperatures as low as -31º F (-35º C).

• Their neck skin can be 3 in
(7.6 cm) thick!

• The Blackfin Tuna is the smallest tuna and grow up to 39 in 
(99 cm) and weigh up to 46 lb (21 kg); average 

size is 20 in (51 cm) and 7 lb (3.2 kg).

• A Bluefin Tuna was the 
largest at 1,496 lb (679 kg).

• Tunas travel long 
distances in the world’s oceans, 

but Blackfin Tuna live in the western Atlantic 
and the Longtail Tuna stay in the Indo-Pacific area.

• Tuna feed almost totally on smaller fish and squid but 
different tuna will also eat crabs, lobsters, shrimp and more.

• 5 kinds of tuna plus 4 kinds of sharks are endothermic, 
meaning they make most of the heat they need inside their body. 

• All other fish are ectothermic, which means they depend on 
their habitat to control their temperature.

• Opah’s are the only fish that are fully warm-blooded and 
they are about the size of a bike tire. Truly amazing!

• The Platypus is one-of-a-kind, 
with a furry body, webbed 
feet and a bill like a duck.

• Only two mammals lay 
eggs: the platypus and the 
echidna; a platypus baby 
is as small as a lima bean!

• Platypus are bottom 
feeders and eat insects, larvae, shellfish, and worms; food is 
stored in their cheeks pouches and is eaten mashed up when 
they get up to the ground.

• They have no stomach; their food goes from their esophagus 
straight into their small intestine.

• The European Sardine 
(also known as European 
Pilchard) is a small fish 
around 6-10 in (15-25 cm) long. 

• They are an oily forage (prey) fish and are usually preyed on 
by larger fish, marine mammals, or seabirds.

• Anchovies, herrings, hilsa, menhaden, sardines, shad, and 
sprats are all in the same family of fish.

• Sardines mostly feed on zooplankton and phytoplankton, 
which are usually microscopic (very tiny).

• Momma sardines will make 50,000 -60,000 eggs through 
their total breeding period.

• They are found in the Atlantic Ocean, Black Sea, and the 
Mediterranean Sea.

• Flounders are a group of flatfish, 
mostly with their eyes lying 

on one side of their 
head, either the left 
or right side.

• They are born with 
eyes on either side of 

their head and a month later 
one eye moves to join the other.

• The family of fish include; 
flounder, halibut, plaice, sole, & turbot. 

• Some flatfish can disguise (camouflage) 
themselves on the ocean floor, like the 

Peacock Flounder, and blend in with the rocks.
• Or they will bury themselves in the sand, 

with just their eyes jutting out; their eyes can 
move separately either forwards or backwards.

• Minks are soft critters in the same family as badgers, 
ermines, ferrets, otters and weasels . . .

• They are 1-2 ft (.3-.6 m) long and weigh 1.2-3.2 lb (.5-1.5 kg). 

• It is a good swimmer and can dive as deep as 16 feet. 
• They feed on birds, crustaceans, fish, frogs, and mice.

• Mink live near water and are hardly found far from lakes, 
marshes, ponds, or rivers. 

• Mommas have only one litter per 
year and they have between 6-10 
kits (babies) per litter.

• The young stop nursing (are 
weaned) at 5 weeks old when they 
open their eyes.

• They begin to hunt at 6-8 weeks.

• Sea Lions use their four large flippers to waddle on land, have 
visible ear flaps and bark loudly to find each other.

• Male California sea lions weigh about 600 lb (272 kg) and 
are 8 ft (2.4 m) long. Females are much smaller. 

• They use echolocation 
(using echoes from sound 
waves) to find food like 
fish, octopus, and squid.   

• Bats, dolphins, whales, 
some birds and shrews, 
also use echolocation.

• Unlike seals that use 
their hind f lippers to 
swim, sea lions use 
their front f lippers.

• Pups are born with 
their eyes open.

Pups weigh 13-20 lb (6-9 kg).

  Steller’s are the largest
     of all sea lions; it can 
       weigh 2,200 lb (998 kg) 
           and be 10 ft (3 m) long.

Steller / Man

          Seals, sea lions      
    and walruses are aquatic   
    mammals with flippers  
   and known as pinnipeds,  
         which is Latin
      for “fin-footed”.

• The Harp Seal is also known as a saddleback seal.

• Seals have small flippers, wriggle on their bellies on 
land, and have no ear flaps 

but tiny holes on the 
sides of their 

head.

 • Harp 
seals grow 

to be 5-6.5 ft (1.5-2 m) long.

• They weigh from 250 -300 lb 
(114-136 kg), and the largest can 
reach up to 400 lb (181 kg).

• The harp seal pup has a yellow-
white coat at birth and then it turns 

white for 2-3 weeks, until the first molt.

• Pups weigh about 24 lb (11 kg) at birth.

• Southern elephant seals are the largest seals; 
males can weigh up to 8,800 lb (3992 kg) and can 

be 20 ft (6 m) long.

• Elephant seal pups weigh about 79 lb (36 kg) at birth.

      They use very complex 
electrolocation ability (sensing 

electric fields) to find food.

Elephant seals can 
hold their breath for 

about two hours.

• The Mustache Conger Eel can grow 
to a length of almost 4 ft (1.2 m).

• Living in deep water, they are 
nocturnal and eat small fish.

• Eels are scaleless fish, 
not a reptile like 

a slithery snake.

• The heaviest eel is the European 
Conger which can weigh up to 250 lb 

(114 kg) and is about 10 ft (3 m) long.

• The smallest eel is the Snyder’s Moray 
which is a bit over 4 in (10.2 cm) long.

• At over 13 ft (4 m), the Slender Giant 
Moray is the longest eel.

• There are over 400 kinds of eels and 
they live in freshwater and saltwater.

European
Sardine

Eel - Lungfish            Mink - Sea LionEel - Lungfish            Mink - Sea Lion

• Lungfish are also known as 
leopard lungfish.

• They can get up to 6.5 ft 
(2 m) long.

• They enjoy mollusks plus 
small fish and insects.

• And have an intestinal 
spiral valve rather 
than a true stomach.

• Lungfish have a 
specially designed 
respiratory system with their 
lungs joined to the larynx and 
pharynx without a trachea.

• Their nostrils are inside and 
attached to its mouth; they can breathe 
air through its nostrils with its mouth closed.

8
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Copepod - IsopodCopepod - IsopodCrayfish - KrillCrayfish - Krill
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There is nothing that enters a man
from outside which can defile him;

but the things which come out of him, 
those are the things that defile a man.

Mark 7:15

Eyes
Closeup

     
     

      
           

Krill
Northern 

Krill

       Oyster

  Copepod

  Shrimp
Armed
Nylon

Shrimp

• Hermit Crabs are lovely 
critters as they can be both 

terrestrial (sometimes kept 
as pets) and aquatic. 

• They breathe using gills; 
land (terrestrial) hermit crabs 

need a humid home and aquatic 
hermit crabs get oxygen from water.

• They are not true crabs, and will find different shells to use 
for protection; they change shells as they grow. 

• Hermit Crabs will use empty sea snail shells from moon 
snails, periwinkles, whelks, or other hollow objects.

• They have a pair of claws with one larger than the other and 
two pairs of walking legs with ten legs total. Plus two eye 
stalks and two pairs of antennae to feel their way around.

• Ghost Crabs are the 
fastest crustaceans 

on land and they 
have keen senses of  

hearing, sight, and smell.

• They have eyestalks which fold into slots on their body and 
long stylets above their eyes. They can see 360º, except 
they cannot see straight upward.  

• Ghost Crabs have one claw that is larger than the other and 
they will pinch very hard if they feel threatened.

• They hunt for the remains of fish or other small animals like 
crustaceans, mollusks, and sea turtle eggs and hatchlings 
(babies), plus seaweed that has washed up on the shore.

• The opening to their home is the size of a golf ball but their 
tunnels run 3-4 ft (.9-1.2 m) long. 

• The Caribbean Spiny 
Lobster is one of the 
largest crustaceans 
(crab, lobster, shrimp).

• It is a decapod (having ten 
legs) like crabs, crayfish, 
hermit crabs, and shrimp. 

• Their two large antennae are 
used to protect themselves.

• They grow by shedding their 
old shells (molting) and will 
molt 25 times in 5-7 years.

• It takes two days until their new, larger 
exoskeleton forms and then it takes about two 
years for them to grow to 3 inches (7.6 cm) long. 

• They can grow to 18 in (46 cm) and be 
10-15 lb (4.5-6.8 kg).

• Copepods are microscopic 
(very tiny) crustaceans 
and some can be the size 
of the period at the end of 
this sentence.

• An essential link in 
the aquatic food 
chain, they graze on 
algae; then small 
fishies eat the 
copepods, and 
bigger fishies, 
seabirds, seals, sharks and whales eat the 
small fishies. 

• Most have only one eye, unlike crabs and shrimps. 

• Wherever there is water, there are ‘pods’; 
amphipods, branchiopods, isopods, and more.

• Mantis Shrimp can throw a fast punch at 
50 mph (80 kph) with its club-like forearm.

• And, wow, they can break the glass walls of an aquarium!
• Other types will use their 2 front limbs as spears.

• Their eyes can see a huge variety of light wavelengths; 
polarized light and even ultraviolet light, which humans 

cannot even see.

• They have up to 16 
photoreceptors - 
humans have 3, 

birds; 4, dogs; 2.

• Mantis Shrimps 
compound eyes have 
super vision with tens of 

thousands of ommatidia 
(hexagonal shapes).

• Giant Isopods are not bugs but crustaceans.

• They have two pairs of antennae, seven pairs of limbs, and 
have a hard exoskeleton with segments.

• The largest isopod was 19.7 in (50 cm) long but usually, 
they are between 7.5-14.2 in (19-36 cm) long.

• Other isopods are less than .39 in (1 cm) long.

• They live on land, in freshwater, or in seawater and Giant 
Isopods can live 550-7020 ft 

(168-2140 m) deep.

• Their compound eyes 
are far apart and have 

4,000 ommatidia units.

• Females brood their young 
of 20-30 eggs in a pouch 

(marsupium) under their body.

• Horseshoe Crabs may look scary but 
they are completely harmless—
they do not bite or sting. 

• Their tails (telson) are used 
to f lip themselves over if a 
wave turns them upside   down.

• One should never pick    up a horseshoe crab by its tail; 
gently pick it up on      both sides of their shell.

• They have 10 eyes,     a pair of compound eyes on their front 
shell and photo    receptors along their tail.

• Their eyes are     made of six-sided parts like honeycomb 
shapes called     ommatidia; the two front compound eyes on 
their front     shell have 1000 ommatidia each.

• The rods      and cones in their eyes are larger than any animal,    
       and      100 times the size of a human.

• Shrimp are decapod 
crustaceans (have 10 legs) 
and mostly swim to travel.

• Shrimp and Prawns are different 
decapod’s; shrimp are smaller and live in saltwater and 
prawn are larger and live in freshwater or brackish water.  

• The best way to tell the difference between the two, is that a 
shrimp has the second shell segment overlap the first and 
third segments (see above). Plus, shrimp have claws on two 
of their legs and prawns have three pairs.

• Shrimp are 1.5-3 in (3.8-7.6 cm) long on average.

• All arthropods (like ants, bees, crabs, lobsters, shrimp and 
more) have a hard exoskeleton (shell) made of chiton, a kind 
of protein.

• There are over 2,000 kinds of shrimps.

• Krill means “young fry of 
fish” in the Norwegian language.

• They are small crustaceans; 
1.75-2.5 in (4.4-6.4 cm) long.

• Northern 
Krill live 

in the 
North 

Atlantic Ocean and Antarctic 
Krill live in the Antarctic Ocean.

• Krill are very plentiful and there are a 
huge amount by the tons in many oceans.

• They can be seen from space as there are so 
many in a swarm (large group).

• Some types (species) can live in deep 
waters below 3,330 ft (1015 m).

• The older the krill, the larger 
their eyes!

• When a Dungeness Crab is ready to molt its exoskeleton 
(shed its shell), a new soft shell has grown underneath.

•  The crab will fill up 
with water to stretch 

the new shell and 
will grow an inch or 

more across.

• Several weeks 
later the new 
shell will harden.

• Dungeness 
Crabs (males) can 

grow to 10 in (25 cm).

• They molt 15-20 times in their life.

• Dungeness Crabs have compound eyes just like 
insects and can see all around them from their 9000 
ommatidia (separate eye bits) on their eye stalks. 

• Giant Clams are the largest 
living bivalve (two shells that 

can open and close) mollusk.

• Once they find and attach to a place on a reef, they sit there 
for their whole lifetime, one hundred plus years.

• They can weigh over 400 lb (181 kg) and the largest known 
Giant Clam was 4.5 ft (1.37 m) with 
a weight of 550 lb (250 kg).

• The shells of that Giant Clam 
are on display at a museum 
in Northern Ireland.

• They gather sugar and 
proteins from algae and 
they eat plankton also.

• No two Giant Clams 
have the same colors.

• An Oyster is a saltwater bivalve mollusk (like clams, 
mussels, and scallops).

• A bivalve has a hinged shell that is in two parts.

• They have 4 layers of gills that are used for eating; water 
pulls in over their gills and algae sticks to the gills and are 
carried to their mouth where 
the algae are eaten.

• Oysters (and sometimes clams 
and mussels) can make pearls, 
which are made when a parasite 
works its way inside.

• A fluid coats this pest, layer by 
layer (nacre), until a sparkling pearl 
appears, but not all oysters make pearls.

Their
blood
is blue!

             Algae are
          63-153 µm,    
       which means
    super tiny!

               The hard outer shell of a crab
      does not grow like the rest of its body. 
     As the crab grows larger, they must   
              lose their old shell (molt).

         The new shell is called a paper
           shell and has a leathery feel
                   and becomes hard
                        after 72 hours.

             Most aquatic    
          food chains 
        (freshwater and 
        seawater) lead    
          back to Copepods.
 
  Copepods    
 are no risk     
to human health.

Eye

      The smallest     
  crab is the Pea 
   Crab, and, yep,   
    it’s the size of    
          a pea!

(little
 salty)

                       They molt 
                      12 times in 
              their first 2 years  
           and then about      
     once a year after.
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Who made heaven and earth, 
the sea, and all that is in them; 

who keeps truth forever.

Psalm 146:6

       The
     octopus
    is highly
     intelligent.
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Dead
(underside)

Common
     Octopus

Red Comb
Sea Star

Close Up
Clypeaster Reticulatus 

Sea Urchin - Live

         Its mouth
       is that hole.

Tube Feet

Leaf Sheep 
Sea Slug

Aspidodiadematid 
Sea Urchin

  Sand Dollar

Necklace
Sea Star

Sea
  Star

Nautilus

    
    

Octopus

    
    

   Sea Urchin

Pacific Sea 
Nettle Sea 

Jelly

• The Sputnik Sea Urchin has an elegant 
architectural design.

• Sea Urchins come in many colors and 
can be found in oceans all over the world.

• They are nocturnal and will usually 
hide in gaps and holes and coral reefs 

during the day and come out at night to feed.

• They mostly graze on algae like kelp but also 
eat coral, dead fish, mussels, and sponges.

• They don’t have brains and have five, self-sharpening 
teeth which are replaced every few months.

• Sea urchins move slowly, about 3-20 in (7.6-51 cm) a day.

• An Octopus has three hearts, 
nine brains, and blue blood.

• Two hearts pump blood to 
their gills, and their third 
heart pumps blood to the rest 
of their body.

• Their one donut-shaped 
brain (the central brain) is 
near their esophagus. The 
other ‘mini brains’ are in each of 
their eight arms.

• This exquisite design lets 
their arms act separately 
to move, taste, and touch.

• Octopuses have no bones and can squeeze through 
tiny gaps (cuttlefish and squid have an internal shell).

• They have copper-rich protein which turn their blood 
blue (called hemocyanin; our hemoglobin turns 
blood red) which allow them to survive in the cold, 
deep, oxygen-poor ocean.

• Sea Urchins are usually ball-shaped and spiny and 
their shells average 1-4 in (2.5-10 cm) across. Red 
Sea Urchins can be up to 7.5 in (19 cm). 

• They usually live on seabeds and hang out from depths of 
the seashore to 16,404 ft (5000 m). 

• Echinoderms (sea 
urchins, sea cucumbers, 
sea stars...) have arms 
(or rays) in multiples 
of five, called five-
fold symmetry. 

• They move with 
hundreds of tiny, 
sticky “tube feet” 
called podia. 

• The Leaf Sheep Sea Slug with its cute, 
beady eyes, floppy feelers, and ‘leafy’ body, make it look 
like a cuddly cartoon sheep.

• They are small at only .2-.4 in (.5-1 cm) long.

• They eat algae and can go without 
eating for months because it can 

photosynthesize like a plant (they 
absorb food chloroplasts and use 
them to make their own energy).

• The California Black Sea Hare is 
the largest sea slug that can get to 

30 in (75 cm) and weigh 31 lb (14 kg).

• 71% of the Earth is made up of water 
and 29% is made up of continents and 

islands. There are thousands (millions?) of 
undiscovered critters that are a mystery.

• Other names for the 
Blue Dragon Sea 
Slug are Sea Swallow, 
Blue Angel or Blue Glaucus. 

• This sea slugs blue side faces up 
and camouflages them from sea birds 
because they blend in with blue oceans.

• Their other side, which is silvery grey, faces 
down in the water and camouflages them from 
the fish looking up from below. 

• A gas-filled bubble sac in their tummy and surface tension 
of the water help them float on the water ’s surface.

• They grow to only 1.2 in (3 cm) but pack a powerful sting so 
look but don’t touch. They do not make good pets.

• The Flamingo Tongue Snail lives 
 on coral reefs in the western 

Atlantic Ocean.

• They are small at .8-1.2 in (2-3 cm) long.

• Their bright colors come from mantle 
tissue that covers their shell.

• Flamingo Tongues eat sea fans, sea 
plums, and other soft corals.

• Mommies lay eggs with as many 
as 300 embryos (unborn babies) inside.

• Within 10 -12 days, the larvae (babies) 
hatch and eat plankton until fully grown.

• The Squid has eight arms and two tentacles.

• They average 4.5 in (11.4 cm) long.

• Their long tentacles are used 
to grab prey and their arms 

hold it. 

• Some squid, octopus, 
and cuttlefish, 

can glow (called 
bioluminescence) 

which attracts 
food and to 
scare off 

predators.

• Cephalopod’s (cuttlefish, 
octopus, squid) are the only animal that can edit their 

RNA outside their cell nucleus. Wondrous!!!

• Cuttlefish have three hearts, eight 
arms, two tentacles with suckers, to 
grab prey, and W-shaped eyes.

• They can see light that humans cannot 
see and to focus on things they 
change the shape of their eye, not 
their eye len’s, like we do.

• Cuttlefish, Nautilus, Octopus, 
and Squid have different shaped 
eyes (Nautilus have pinhole eyes

with no lens, Octopus have rectangular 
eyes, and Squid have circular eyes).  

• Like all cephalopods they have a siphon 
which help them move through the water.

• Cuttlefish have a one-of-a -kind internal shell, 
the cuttlebone, which is used to help them float. 

• They can change their skin color in less than one 
second, so that they blend in with their habitat.

• Sea stars live underwater, but they are not fish as 
they do not have gills, scales, or fins.

• They use a saltwater vascular system, 
instead of blood, to breath, eat, move, and 

stick to things.

• Their mouth is found in the 
center of their body underneath 
their stomach, on their underside.

• On the end of each arm (or ray) is an eye 
spot that can see shadow and light as 
they cannot visually see.

• Their 2-4 rows of tube feet (podia) 
are found on the inside of a groove 
on the underside of their arm.

• Each of their flexible tube feet has 
a suction cup at the end that allow 
them to hold onto rocks and shells.

• The Sand Dollar is also known as the Sea Urchin / Sand Biscuit.

• They have spines (bendable bristles) when it is alive.

• When they die, you can 
see their five-part 
symmetrical star design.

• Sand Dollars are 
irregular sea urchins 
and have hundreds of 
tube feet (podia) which 
catch and move food to 
their mouth.

• They are closely related 
to sea cucumbers and 
sea stars.

• Check online for the 
Pink See-Through 
Fantasia Sea Cucumber!

• The Pacific Sea Nettle Sea Jelly has long tentacles 
that can get up to 16 ft (4.8 m) and their bell can 
be up to 36 in (.9 m) wide.

• Their stinging tentacles are painful to 
humans but seldom dangerous.

• Sea Jellies have no blood, 
brain, heart, or lungs, 
and are made up 
of 95% water 
(humans are 60-
70% water).

• The Lion’s Mane 
Sea Jelly is the 
largest with tentacles 
over 89 ft (27 m) long!

• Check out Siphonophores, which 
are string-like animals (related to 
sea jellies and sea anemones). One was 
found that was 151 ft (46 m) long!

Nautilus
Split-Shell

• A Nautilus is a 
cephalopod (mollusk) and 

lives inside its shell.

• Other mollusks 
include: clams, oysters, 

scallops, and more.

• Other cephalopods include: 
cuttlefish, octopuses and squids.

• The tube that connects their shell 
is called a siphuncle which controls 

water and gases in or out to help it f loat 
up or down; cuttlefish & spirula have one also.

• The Nautilus’s beauty, design and 
swimming skills are astounding.

            The 
             Blue-
          Ringed  
       Octopus is                  
           dangerous     
                        to
                          humans.
  

        Octopuses,    
   squid & cuttlefish 
can change their skin 
color and squirt ink.    
    They use this as   
    a camouflage or
         to warn a   
            predator.

with octopus
 Minoan clay vase

1500 BC

 T ube Feet 

The Colossal 
Squid has the 
largest eye at 

10.6 in (27 cm).

Flamingo
      Tongue
          Snail

Snail

    
    

    S
ea

Cuttlefish Eye
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           Seahorse

• Seahorses are tiny fish and 
are named for the shape 
of their head which 
looks like a tiny horse.

• Their bodies are covered in tiny, 
spiny plates and with their strong, 
tough skeletons they are usually 
left alone.

• They are unique among fishies as their head can bend up or 
down, but not from side to side. 

• But that design is not a problem as they can move each eye 
separately, rotating about to watch each side.

• The seahorse uses its fins to swim up and down, and 
rises or sinks by cleverly moving the gas 

volume within its swim bladder.

• Piranhas mainly feed on fish but will 
also eat crustaceans, fish, insects, plant 
matter, seeds, and worms.

• They grow to an average of 5-14 in (12.7-35.6 cm) long; 
the largest was the Red-Bellied Piranha at 20 in (50.8 cm).

• Piranhas have razor-sharp triangular teeth, strong jaws, 
and a constant bite; attacks on humans are extremely rare 
but it can happen. • They can bite with a maximum 

force of 72 lb (32.7 kg).

• They tell predators to back 
off with bark-like sounds.

• The Pacu, a cousin of 
the Piranha, can grow 
up to 3.6 ft (1.1 m) long; 
the largest weighed     
71 lb (32.2 kg). 

• Most Puf fer f ish’s are toxic (poisonous).

• They will puff up into a ball shape whenever 
they feel any danger.

• Their stretchy stomachs, which are made of 
dozens of folds like an accordian, fills with 
huge amounts of water and sometimes 
air when they are on land.

• They will puff up about 3 times 
their size and can breathe just f ine 
while inf lated. 

• The male puf fer f ish is an amazing 
artist as they will make complex 
nests of gorgeous geometric 
designs to woo a female. Check 
out videos online.

• The Porcupine Fish is a cousin.

• Triggerfish live in tropical 
and subtropical oceans 

around the world and the                                                       
Reef Triggerfish is the 
state fish of Hawaii.
• Most triggerfish 

are 8-20 in (20-50 cm) 
long but the Stone Triggerfish can get up to 3.3 ft (1 m) long.

• Triggerfish have powerful jaws and sharp teeth and can bite 
if they feel threatened; their eyes are high up on their head 
and move separately from each other.

• Their first two dorsal fin spines can be spread out to protect 
themselves and also to lock themselves in cracks of rocks or 
a coral reef. They live mostly in the Sunlight Zone.

• They feed on algae and invertebrates like brittlestars, sea 
urchins, shrimp, snails, and worms.

Anglerfish - Barreleye Fish - Butterf ly FishAnglerfish - Barreleye Fish - Butterf ly Fish

So that the fishes of the sea... 
shall shake at my presence, and the 
mountains shall be thrown down... 

Ezekiel 38:20

    
    

      
  Piranha

     
      

        Butterflyfish

    
    

      
  Barreleye

    
    

      
          Clownfish

    
    
    

    
      

 Triggerfish

    
    

      
  Betta

    
    

 Anglerfish

Betta Siamese 
Fighting Fish

Red-Bellied
Piranha

Guineafowl
Puffer

Porcupine Fish

Reef
Triggerfish
(Juvenile)

   Copperband
Butterflyfish

Antennata
      Lionfish

Pennant
Coralfish

    
    

      
         Puf fer fish

Lionfish

• All Betta fish are small at 
1-5.5 in (2.5-14 cm) long. 

• The male Betta fish are 
usually more ornate and 
colorful than females 
which have dull colors.

• Males make a nest 
of bubbles to keep 
the eggs safe; these air 
bubbles are coated with 
their spit (saliva).

• They will try to use a plant to 
latch on the sticky bubble nest.

• Bettas (all perciformes), have a unique 
organ called the labyrinth which they 
use for breathing oxygen 
from the air.

• Butterflyfish usually reach 4.5-8 in (12-20 cm) long.

• Many have eyespots and patterns like what is seen 
on the wings of butterflies; they can be black, 
orange, red, silver, white, and 
yellow in color.

• They live near the coral reefs 
(in the Twilight Zone) for food 
and to hide from predators 
like eels and sharks.

• And eats algae, clams, 
invertebrates, mollusks, 
worms and zooplankton.

• Butterflyfish are diurnal (active 
during the day) and rest in the corals and 
gaps of rocks during the night.

• The Discus fish have tons of 
bright color combos.

• Because of their bright colors, 
they are also known as the 
King of the Aquarium.

• These tropical fish live in the 
waterways of the Amazon Basin.

• At 4.8 -6 in (12.3-15.2 cm) and 
weighing 5.3-8.8 oz (150-250 g), they are a larger fish.

• They eat small invertebrates, algae, and other plant matter.  

• Both parents make a mucus through their skin 
which their babies eat after hatching.

• This skin mucus is the only food the young 
fishies will eat for a couple weeks.

    
    

 Discus

    
     

Coralfish Coralfish - Discus - TriggerfishCoralfish - Discus - Triggerfish

 • The Anglerfish is a glow-in-the-dark 
(bioluminescent) fish which has a special 

glowing ‘lure’ to attract smaller fish. 

• Those smaller fishies swim toward the 
glowing light thinking it is a tasty treat.

 • The female is the only one that has 
that piece of dorsal spine sticking 
up like a fishing pole.

• The Anglerfish was not designed for 
speed and do not move much; some 

can get to 3.3 ft (1 m) long.

• They live in the 
midnight zone which is 

more than 3,281 ft (1,000 m) 
below the ocean surface    

                where it is very dark and cold.

• The Lionfish are also 
called Zebrafish and 

other names.

• They have eighteen 
venomous spiky fin 
spines which are usually 

not dangerous to humans 
but can cause nausea, pain, 

swelling, and other effects.

• To confuse prey like mollusks, 
invertebrates, and many different 

smaller fish, they will blow water jets at them.

• A female can lay 10,000 -30,000 eggs every 
4 days and up to 2 million eggs per year.

• The longest lionfish was 18.19 in (46.2 cm) 
and the heaviest weighed in at 3.1 lb (1.4 kg).

          Il
lustration

• Other names for the Pennant Coralfish are the 
Longfin Bannerfish or Coachman.

• They are a small fish and average 
6 -7.9 in (15-20 cm) long, although 
they can reach 9.8 in (25 cm).

• Pennant Coralfish are a 
tropical fish and live in pairs and 
sometimes in small and large groups.

• They feed on zooplanton and at times on 
bottom dwelling (benthic) invertebrate like 
clams, crustaceans and worms.

• Their long snout and bristlelike teeth let them get to their 
main food source within coral reef crevices.

• If they are kept in a saltwater aquarium they need a minimum 
55 gal (208 L) tank size and at least 100 gal (379 L) if living 

with other fish.

 Seahorses have no 
stomach; food goes 

straight to their 
intestines.

       The male has a    
  pouch where the eggs   
  are laid and then the  
    babies are expelled   
      and swim off solo
       1-2 months later.

   I love
  being a
seahorse!

Glow-in-
the-dark
lure.

Lionfish live
in the

Twilight Zone

0-656 ft (0-200 m) 28º-97º F (-2º-36º C)

656-3,281 ft (200-1,000 m) 39º-43º F (4º-6º C)

3,281-13,123 ft (1,000-4,000 m) 39º F (4º C)

13,123-19,685 ft (4,000-6,000 m) 32º-39º F (0º-4º C)

19,685-35,797 ft (6,000-10,911 m) 39º F (4º C)

Sunlight Zone

Twilight Zone

Midnight Zone

Abyssal Zone

Hadal Zone

(epipelagic)

(mesopelagic)

(bathypelagic)

(abyssopelagic)

(hadalpelagic)

• The Clownfish, also called the 
Anemonefish (uh-neh-muh-nee-fish), are 
not found in the Atlantic Ocean as they 

prefer warm waters like the Indian Ocean, Red Sea, and more.

• They come in many shades of orange, pink, red, and black.

• Clownfish can safely snuggle into the tentacles of the 
stinging sea anemone.

• The mucus on their body 
might protect them from 
these stings.

• Clownfish lay several 
hundred eggs at the base of 
the anemone and the adults fan 
the eggs repeatedly.

• The eggs have sticky hairs that keep them in place and when the 
babies are born they are around an 1/8 inch (3-4 mm) long.

• Babies will swim off and live in anemones as juveniles.

• The Barreleye has 
uniquely designed eyes 
and sees through tubes instead of eyeballs. 

• Their eyetubes are inside their forehead and do not come 
into contact with the ocean water and their eyetubes move in 
dif ferent directions.

• Barreleyes eat small zooplankton and also siphonophores, 
which are sea jelly-like creatures that can grow to over 33 ft 
(10 m) long and will sting. • Their clear forehead, which 

is filled with clear liquid, 
protect their eyetubes 

from getting stung.

• Check out online on 
the design of their two 
glowing green orbs 

they have for their tubular eyes!

OCEAN ZONES
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Scorpionfish - Surgeonfish - SweetlipsScorpionfish - Surgeonfish - Sweetlips

Or speak to the earth, 
and it will teach you; And 

the fish of the sea will 
explain to you.

Job 12:8

    
    

      
   Boxfish

    
    

  Scorpionfish

    
     

     
       

    Cardinalf ish

    
    

    
     

     
Wrasse

    
    

    
     

      
   Anthias

    
    

    
     

     
      

         
      Damselfish       

                         Sweetlips

     
       

        Basslet

Yellow
Boxfish

Dragon or 
Rockmover 

Wrasse
Being cleaned by
Rainbow Wrasses

Redfin
Anthias

Neon
Damselfish

Oriental
Sweetlips

Striped
Surgeonfish

    
    

     
       

    Mandarinfish

Fairy
Basslet

Leafy Seadragon - Mandarinfish - RabbitfishLeafy Seadragon - Mandarinfish - Rabbitfish

     
       

     Leafy

     
       

    Seadragon

Magnificent Rabbitfish

Rabbitf is
h

• The Scorpionfish are 
good at blending into 

their neighborhood.

• They have very 
strong venom 

(poison) in their 
sharp spines which makes them one of the most poisonous 
animals in the ocean.

• Their dorsal fin (the spines on top) has 11 to 17 spines.

• Found in coral reefs of the Indian and South Pacific Ocean 
where they hide, hunt for prey, and keep away from predators.

• They only hunt at night and rest during the day.

• Scorpionfish swallow food (prey) by a suction feeding system 
using water and sucking the prey into their mouth.

• Rabbitfish have large dark 
eyes and a small mouth 
which are rabbit-like.

• They have a peaceful nature 
like bunnies.

• A unique quality is their 
pelvic f ins are formed from two spines.

• The dorsal fin has 13 spines with 10 rays behind that and the 
anal fin has 7 spines and 9 rays behind that. 

• Their spines have venom glands and will cause a painful 
sting but they are usually not dangerous to humans.

• All Rabbitfish are active in the day (diurnal) living in 
schools or some live alone in the midst of the corals.

• Boxfish mainly eat algae but they also feed on clams, 
fishes, mussels, sponges, squid, and worms.

• They have a squarish or triangular shape with 
many raised hexagonal plate-like scales. 

• These scales of hardened skin are 
joined together to form a rigid shell 
(exoskeleton) covering their whole 
body except for their eyes, 
mouth, fins, and tail. 

• The scales are knit 
together by collagen 
fibers and this amazing 
structural design make their 
armor even stronger.

• Their fins and tail work together to keep 
their body upright when swimming.

• Anthias come in many brilliant colors and this is 
why they are called the Jewels of the Reef.

• They mostly eat zooplankton which are small living 
things (organisms) like copepods, decapod larva, 
fish eggs, gastropods, and more. 

• Some species of Anthias are aggressive.

• They can stay together by the 
thousands (called shoaling) but may 
also swim off into smaller groups.

• Found throughout the world 
and only live in coral reefs. 

• A new species 
was discovered 
in June 2017 and 
named Aphrodite Anthias. 

• Check out all the different colors of the 
Anthias fishies online!

• Wrasses are small fish and most of them are 
less than 7.9 in (20 cm) long.

• But the Humphead Wrasse can get 6.5 ft (2 m) or more and 
weigh up to 400 lb (181 kg). 

• Some Wrasse are cleaner 
fish and will pick 

parasites and dead 
tissue from larger fish.

• The Rockmover Wrasse 
is called that because they 

like to move rubble and 
coral pieces to find prey. 

• They have been seen to pile 
4-70 pieces of coral on a sand 

mound and will dive into that mound just 
before sunset.

• The Sweetlips fish are called this as they 
have big, bulky lips and they are gentle 
but they can be aggressive at times.

• They enjoy 
eating bristleworms, 
crabs, and shrimp.

• They come out at 
night from cracks, 
openings or under 
overhangs to eat.

• The Oriental 
Sweetlips can get up to 2.5 ft (.7 m) in length; some species 
can reach up to 3 ft (.9 m) long.

• The coloring and patterns on the Sweetlips fish change all 
through their lives; like extra stripes added or stripes in the 
tail are now black dots on a yellow background. 

• Basslet fish are dazzlingly 
colored with bright reds, 
oranges, purples, 
yellows, and sometimes 
all colors at one time.

• They can get up to 3.15 in (8 cm) long.

• Fairy Basslets are cleaner fish and remove parasites 
from other fish.

• There is a black line that streaks through their eye and a 
small black spot on the front of their dorsal fin. 

• Fish eyes are placed at the correct spot on the bodies of 
fish so when they are swimming the water pressure is zero. 
Elegant design by a wise Designer !

• The Pajama Cardinalfish are also 
called the Coral Cardinalfish,  
Polkadot Cardinalfish and 
Spotted Cardinalfish.

• They are small, colorful, 
and peaceful fish.

• They are nocturnal (coming out 
at night) so they spend the day in 

openings within the reef.
• Once the female lays the eggs, and the male fertilizes 

them, he will suck them into his mouth until the 
babies (fry) are born as they are mouthbrooders.

• The Mandarinfish or Mandarin 
Dragonet’s home is the Pacific 
Ocean from south of the 
Nansei Islands to Australia.

• They release mucous that 
has a bad smell and a 
bitter taste which help 
to keep other fish away.

 • They have large fan-
like pelvic fins which are 

used often to ‘walk along’ the bottom to feed 
on amphipods, protozoans, worms, and more.

• All fish have gills. Some fish were designed so that 
water, which has oxygen, comes in through their 
mouth and is let out from behind their gill flaps. 

• Some fish were designed with lungs to pull out 
oxygen from the air. These fish are called bimodal 

breathers (Lungfish, Mudskipper, West African 
Bichir, Wooly Sculpin).

• Many Damselfish (also called Demoiselle) are brilliantly 
colored and have forked tails.

• They are quick and nimble 
fish and are usually very 

protective and aggressive.

• The four most peaceful 
Damselfish are the Azure, 
Rolland’s, Starck’s, and Talbot.

• They are found in tropical places, coral 
reefs, and lagoons in the Indo-Pacific at 
depths of 3.3 -65.6 ft (1-20 m).

• They will eat anything from algae, crustaceans, and 
plankton, to fish eggs in the wild.

• Male Damselfish will woo a female by a signal jump, where 
they rise in a water column and quickly swim back down.

 With their wide
      mouth they eat
           crustaceans, small
           fish and snails whole in
                                   one bite.

Hexagonal scales 

                Toxic mucus
               oozes from    
           Boxfish skin
                when they
             are stressed.

< Dorsal FinOutside 
of a Fish

< 

< Anal FinPelvic Fin >

Caudal Fin

Lateral Line

< Pectoral
    Fin

Their dorsal 
fin on top is 

separated 
into two fins.

Pajama
Cardinalfish

• The Leafy Seadragon is in the same family 
as the pipefish and seahorse (see page 99).

• They are only found along 
Australia’s southern waters.

• Their leafy ‘branches’ are 
only used to blend into their 
habitat (called camouflage) and 
not used for moving.

• “Leafies” move by using their 
dorsal fin on its back and by 

a pectoral fin on the ridge of 
its neck; both of which are 
nearly clear (transparent).

• Rather than having 
scales like other fish, their 

body is protected by many 
long, sharp spines.

• They grow up to 18 in (45.7 cm) 
long and to eat they suck tiny crustaceans 

and plankton into their tube-like snout.

They use 
their tiny 

teeth to pull 
algae from 

coral and 
rocks.

• Surgeonfish are named that as they have sharp 
spines on the top and bottom of their bodies and 

a venomous spine on the bottom of their caudal fin.

• On fishes, the dorsal fin and anal fin keep fish upright and 
moving in a straight line. 

• The 2 pectoral fins and 2 pelvic fins are used to steer, 
brake, move up and down, and move backwards.

• And the caudal fin brings the power to move forward.

• The Surgeonfish’s venoumous spines are either 
in place and rigid or they 
can open and move 
forward near the rear.

• They are in the same 
family as Tangs, and 
Unicornfish.

      
        

                 Surgeonf ish
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How many are your works, Lord! In wisdom you made 
them all; the earth is full of your creatures. There is the 
sea, vast and spacious, teeming with creatures beyond 

number—living things both large and small. 

Psalm 104:24-25

      
 Coral

Worm

      
       Anemone

Worm

      
        

   Coral

Coral

       
                  Sponge

Worm   Anemone

    
     

       
   Coral

     Anemone

Mushroom
Coral

Spiral Tube Worm

Candy Striped 
Flatworm

Orange
Sun Coral

Dragon Eye
Zoanthid
Coral

Orange Tube
Anemone

Striped Colonial
Anemone

Christmas
Tree Worms

Pink 
Soft 

Coral

Azure
Vase Sponge

Venus
Flytrap

Anemone

[uh-neh-muh-nee]

Giant Caribbean
Sea Anemone

• The Striped Colonial Anemone is 
only found in the Indian and Pacific 

Oceans (Indo-Pacific).

• They have 120 -130 tentacles 
coming from their base.

• The outer tentacles are shorter 
than the inner tentacles.

• They show their tentacles at 
night when they feed on plankton 

and they lay flat during the day.

• Usually found in groups 
(colonies), sea anemones have a 

hydrostatic skeleton which is a fluid-filled hole that goes 
around their soft bodies.

• Zoanthid Corals are soft corals found 
in both shallow tropical and sub 

tropical coral reefs and also in the 
deep sea.

• Their bodies are tough and 
leathery and made up of 
partly chitin and they do not 
have a skeleton.

• They are lovingly called Zoas 
and come in an incredible range of 

colors and patterns.

• Some secrete a poison (called palytoxin) through their mucus.

• Even with their toxin some animals eat them.  

• Zoas are grouped as colonial anemones  but are called corals. 
Study them yourself and find out more about them!

• The Venus Flytrap Anemone 
closes its tentacles to 
protect itself when in 
danger or to catch prey.

• They live in muddy 
canyons in the midnight 
zone (see page 15).

• It quietly stays put and 
waits for food (detritus) to float 
by into its long tentacles, which are 
lined with spiky coiled threads.

• Venus Flytrap Anemone’s come in different 
sizes from 3 in (.08 m) to some reaching up 
to 1 ft (.3 m) in diameter and height.

• They will close its disk with their 
tentacles inside so only their stem 
will be seen when they feel in danger.

• The Orange Tube Anemone has 
orange tentacles and its mouth 
area inside is green. 

• They use their stinging 
tentacles to catch 
plankton and 
crustaceans.

• The tentacles are 
made of two different 
sized spirals; the outer spiral is 
larger to catch food and to protect 
themselves and the smaller inner 
spiral move the food towards 
their mouth.

• When they do feel unsafe they can 
shelter within their tube; their 
own little haven!

• Christmas Tree Worms are marine worms that 
live on tropical coral reefs around the world.

• They are small at only 1.5 in (3.8 cm).

• They catch food 
(phytoplankton) by using 
cilia which are tiny hair-
like fibers on their 
Christmas tree parts.

• Sand will also be taken 
in and they will store the 
grains in a different sac and use them to help build tubes 
to hold them to the corals.

• Christmas Tree Worms don’t move much and two-thirds of 
their body is hidden in a tube.

• Check out the spectacular Marrus Orthocanna online, 
which is a siphonophore made of a complex set of zooids.

• The Candy 
Striped 
Flatworm 
can grow to 
2 in (5 cm) long and 
1 in (2.5 cm) wide.

• They look like sea slugs but are 
very thin and their tentacles are made by tissue folds on 
the edge of their bodies.

• Their only two tentacles in front have many simple eyes.

• Using lots of cilia on their belly, they crawl along the seabed 
and move in winding and twisty movements when swimming. 

• It hides in cracks, under stones and under seaweed close to 
the seashore.

• The Giant Caribbean Sea Anemone is 
usually found attached to any hard thing 

like shells or rocks and sometimes it’s 
found on coral reefs.

• They mostly stay put but if they do 
move they move very slowly.

• They have many free 
floating tentacles 
around its mouth 
and feed on fishes, 

mussels, shrimp, and 
more, that get too close to 
its tentacles.

• Their tentacles are 
covered with stinging 
cells (nematocysts) that 

paralyze their prey.

• Spiral Tube Worms attach 
to almost any hard surface 

like rock and shells and 
even seaweed.

• They live in leathery 
tubes that they build 

out   of mucus and mud 
and debris. 

• Always staying in one 
spot, they are filter feeders and use 

their tentacles to catch bits of food when the tide comes in.

• Check out the Giant Tube Worms which can reach 9.8 ft 
(3 m) long, and be 1.6 in (4 cm) wide. 

• They do not have eyes, mouths, or stomachs so they 
don’t eat; bacteria living in their tummies turn 
sulfur into energy for them.

• Attaching themselves near volcano vents on the 
f loor of the Pacific Ocean, they soak in the chemicals 

from the volcanic ash. 

• The Pink Soft Corals are 
also known as Tree Corals 

or Carnation Corals.

• They have little knobs on the end 
of their rubbery branches.

• In the daytime they reel in their 
coral polyps which makes 
them look like broccoli.

• They stretch out their 
tentacles at night to eat 
small plants or algae  
called phytoplankton.

• Soft corals do not 
have skeletons but 
spiracles which help 
hold up their bodies. 

They are
also known as 
the Zebra Striped 
Gorgonian Wrapper. 

• Mushroom Corals do not have a skeleton and they can move!
• They will crawl across a rock a bit or sometimes will let go and 

f loat around to f ind a new sunny spot. 

• There are many forms and lots of different colors 
in them, depending on where they live and 
how much sunlight they get. 

• Some Mushroom Corals are just one 
color and others have many colors.

• There are also dif ferences in the 
texture of their 
polyps, some have 
tiny tentacles, 
some are smooth and 
some are bumpy. 

• There is a great deal 
of variety!

• The Azure Vase Sponges are shaped like a vase, thus 
giving it their name. 

• They can grow to 10.5 in (27 cm) tall & 5.3 in (13.5 cm) wide.

• Its home is in the Bahamas, Caribbean, and South Florida.

• It has many grooves and pits while their insides are smooth. 

• The top vent is up to 2.6 in (6.5 cm) wide with a thin, see-
through collar.

• It never moves and has to catch its 
food that is f loating by.

• Sponges are 
the only animal 

that can rebuild 
themselves if 
broken down 

to the level 
of their cells.

           The Orange Tube    
  Anemone does not move  
  around. They shape their 
       tube using hardened   
          mucus, sand, debris   
            and nettle cells.

Most ocean animals and plants found here.

Gets very little light, it’s cold and dark.

Gets no sunlight, it’s very cold.

SUNLIGHT ZONES sea level

200 meters

1000 meters

sunlight zone

twilight zone

midnight zone

• The Orange Sun Coral is a large-polyp 
stony coral; a non-reef  building coral.

• They will eat plankton at night by lengthening their 
tentacles and during the day their tentacles are 
pulled back.

• Sun corals are usually found in dark 
and shaded places, like caves or the 

undersides of overhangs. 

• They can live without 
sunlight but need water 

motion to bring them 
food and to keep 
them clean.

• They live much 
deeper than most 

corals, as deep as 
360 ft (110 m).

                     Spiral Tube Worms    
         really like the fronds (or 
 blades, the leaf-like parts)
  of Bladder Wrack and 
       Serrated Wrack.

1918
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Sunfish - TilapiaSunfish - TilapiaCandy Darter - SturgeonCandy Darter - Sturgeon

      
   Sturgeon

      
    Trout

Catfish

21

      
        

              Pike

Salmon

Chinook
Salmon

For man also does not know his time:
like fish taken in a cruel net...so the

sons of men are snared in an evil time,
when it falls suddenly upon them.

Ecclesiastes 9:12     B
ass

Yellow
Bullhead
Catfish

Hybrid
Sunfish

    Muskie

Beluga Sturgeon

Rainbow
Trout

Northern
Pike

Smallmouth
Bass

        
             Perch

Yellow
Perch

Sunfish

      
         

  Candy Darter

Nile
Tilapia

       
                 Tilapia

      
     W

alleye

• The Chinook Salmon is the 
largest salmon and get up 

to 4.8 ft (1.47 m) long 
and 126 lb (57.2 kg).

• They are also called King 
Salmon, Spring Salmon, Chrome Hog, and more. 

• Pink Salmon are the smallest at 2.5 ft (0.8 m) long and 12 lb 
(5.4 kg), although most average 3-5 lb (1.4-2.3 kg).

• Salmon live in both fresh and saltwater; they spend a few 
months after birth in fresh and then move to the ocean to feed 
and grow. When they spawn they will go back to fresh

 water and return to the river in which they were born. 

• Spawning is where the eggs and sperm of most 
aquatic animals are released into the water where 
some will become fertilized which will make babies.

• Northern Pike swim up to 
   8-10 mph (13-16 kph) and like     
     weeds or covered areas.

• Muskie (Muskellunge) average 24-48 in (61-122 cm) long 
and have reached up to 6 ft (1.8 m) long and have weighed 
up to 70 lb (31.8 kg)!

• The easiest way to tell the difference between a Muskie and 
Northern Pike is that Muskies have dark bars/spots on a light 
background; Pike have light spots on a dark background. 

• Their 7-9 sensory pores help 
notice movement, vibration, 

and water pressure.

• Muskies eat minnows and fishes like bullhead, carp, gizzard 
shads (herring family), suckers, and yellow perch. They have a  
 powerful tail that help them reach up to 30 mph (48 kph).

• The Hybrid Sunfish is a cross between a female 
Green Sunfish and a male Bluegill. 

• They are found in lakes, ponds, streams, swamps, and 
rivers where it’s warm and has slower-moving water.

• Macro-invertebrates (larger animals 
without a backbone) like crayfish, 

insects, snails, and other fish 
are what they like to eat.

• Sunfish are found 
in North America and 

stopping in southern Canada. 

• They are usually less than 7.9 in 
(20 cm) long and weigh less than 1 lb 

(.5 kg); largest was 17 in (43 cm) long and was 5.8 lb (2.6 kg). 

• Check out the Ocean Sunfish (not related to the freshwater 
Sunfish) which can get up to 14 ft (4.3 m) long and weigh up to 
5100 lb (2313 kg)!

• Rainbow Trout are members 
of the salmon family.

• They get their name from the 
beautiful colors on their skin.

• They eat pretty much anything: crustaceans, fish eggs, 
insects, small fish, and even dead remains. 

• Some animals that eat them are: black bears, eagles, other 
fish, herons, kingfishers, otters, and raccoons.

• This fish has sharp teeth on the roof of its mouth but does 
not have any lower teeth.

• Rainbow Trout get 16-30 in (41-76 cm) long and 
weigh 2-8 lb (.9-3.6 kg) but can grow over 40 in

 (102 cm) long and weigh over 40 lb (18 kg). 

• The largest Yellow 
Perch was 18 in (46 cm) 
and 4 lb 3 oz 
(1.9 kg) but 
most perch are 
4-11 in (10-28 cm). 

• Females grow faster, are larger, 
live longer, and mature later than the males.

• Perch enjoy eating aquatic insect larvae, corals, and 
planktonic crustaceans, like copepods, krill and 

opossum shrimp.

• They spawn (deposit eggs) once a year 
in the spring in shallow spots of a 
lake or quiet streams.

• Smallmouth 
Bass are in the 

Sunfish family.

• They feed
on crayfish, frogs, 

insects, and other fish.

• They are 12-16 in (31-41 cm) 
long and usually weigh 2-6 lb (.9-2.4 kg); 

males are smaller than females.

• The biggest Smallmouth
Bass was about 27 in (69 cm) 

and 12 lb (5.4 kg).

• They are found in 
still and running 

water and enjoy 
cooler water temperatures than 

their cousin the largemouth bass.

• The Walleye gets its name from 
its shimmering eyes due to the 

ref lective tapetum 
lucidum tissue 

which

• Tapetum 
lucidum (mirrored crystals) 
are in many animals eyes 

and help them see in low light: cats, cattle, 
deer, dogs, horses, sharks, and more. 

• Walleyes grow to 30+ in (76.2 cm) long and 
weigh 20+ lb (9 kg). The largest walleye was 25 lb 

(11.3 kg) and measured 41 in (104.1 cm) long. 

• They are a gold and olive color, have a large mouth 
with many sharp teeth, and their back has five or more 

black bands.

  gives its 
eyes a    

      cloudy   
       look.

• The male Candy Darter has vibrant 
colors of orange, red, and teal, while the 

female is mainly an olive green and black.

• From June 17, 1931 when it was first found until 1990, 
it was called the Finescale Saddled Darter.

• They are found in these Virginia and West Virginia 
rivers: Bluestone, Gauley, Greenbrier, and New River.

• Their home being cold-cool temperature rivers where 
they deposit their eggs in pebbles next to large boulders. 

• Caddisf lies, mayflies, and 
stonef lies are their usual diet.

• They are a member of 
the Perch family 
and related to the 
Walleye and are 
2-3 in (5-7.3 cm) 
in length.

• Yellow Bullhead Catf ish have no scales and their f ins 
are webs of skin braced by bony spines (ray-finned fish).

• They are easy to spot from the brown bullheads and black 
bullheads because they have white “whiskers” (barbels).

• Rarely do they get larger than 2 lb (.9 kg) and the world 
record is 6.6 lb (3 kg).  

• They are 6-14 in (15.2-35.6 cm) long.

• Yellow Bullhead Catfish are 
bottom dwellers so they live in 
mucky, rocky, and sandy places.

• They will pretty much eat 
anything and f inds

 food with its barbels (whiskers). 

• They eat food like clams, 
insects, plants, snails, worms and more.

            Pike have scales
      on the upper and lower   
     halves of their gill covers  
       and Muskies only have   
            them on their
            upper halves.

• Northern Pike 
average 16-22 in 
(41-56 cm ) long and 
have reached up to 
4.9 ft (1.5 m) and have 
weighed up to 63 lb (28.4 kg)!

• They will hold still for a long 
time and wait for their prey and 
then move fast as they strike.

• They feed on other fishes, and also 
crayfish, ducks, frogs, snakes, shrews, and more!

• They look similar to a Muskie but have 4-6 pores on their
 lower jaw (Muskies have 7-9) and have light spots and rounded 

tails unlike the Muskies which have dark bars and pointed tails.

        Muskie        Northern Pike

20

    
 Chinook Salmon Eggs

• The Beluga Sturgeon is the biggest freshwater fish in the 
wor ld and can be up to 24 ft (7.3 m) long and weigh more than 

3500 lb (1588 kg). That’s a big fish!
• Beluga sturgeons are found 

in the freshwaters of 
Ukraine, and white 

sturgeons in 
North America.

• Of f of their long snouts they have barbels (that look like 
whiskers), which help them f ind food like other f ish and also 
aquatic birds, crustaceans, mollusks, and young seals.

• They are covered with f ive rows of strong, 
bony spikes or plates called scutes.

• White sturgeons are 15-20 ft (4.6-6 m) 
long and weigh nearly 2,000 lb (907 kg).

WALLEYE STATUE
15 ft (4.6 m) long

Mille Lacs Lake
Garrison, MN

• The Nile Tilapia 
is mainly a 
freshwater fish.

• They can go 
above 11 lb (5 kg) 
and get up to 2 ft 
(.6 m) long.

• Males grow faster and are larger than 
females; Nile Tilapia can live 10 years.

• They are mostly herbivores and eat algae, 
diatoms, and aquatic plants called marcophytes, 
but they will also eat young f ish and amphibians.

• The female will lay their eggs in pits (nests) that are made
 by mouth digging and after fertilization by males, the
 female gathers the eggs in her mouth until they hatch. 
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For every kind of beasts...is 
tamed, and has been tamed of 
mankind: But the tongue can 
no man tame; it is an unruly 
evil, full of deadly poison.

James 3:7-8

GharialGharialCaimanCaiman

Chinese Alligator

     American Alligator

Two
different
kinds

Fourteen 
different

kinds

CrocodileAlligator
Dark Green/Black Grey

Smaller than Crocodile

U-Shaped Wider Snout

Upper Teeth Visible*

Less Aggressive

2 Kinds

Alligator Crocodile
Light Olive Green/Tan

Bigger than Alligator

V-Shaped Pointed Snout

Upper/Bottom Teeth Visible*

More Aggressive

13 Kinds

vs

* When mouth
   is closed

     Siamese

   Crocodile
Crocod ile  Tr ident

  American Alligator

• There are two kinds of alligator—the American alligator and the 
Chinese alligator,  found only in southeastern North America and China.

• With the American alligator being the larger 
of the two; male American gators can get up 
to 15+ ft (4.6 m) long and they can weigh up to 
1,000+ lb (454 kg) !
• Male Chinese gators grow to about 5 ft (1.5 m) 
long and weigh up to 85 lb (39 kg).

• Females are smaller than males for both gators.

• The Chinese gator has a more sturdier head 
than the American gator and its snout is pointed 
and turned up at at the end.

• There are 14 dif ferent kinds of Crocodiles. The 
Saltwater Crocodile is the largest and can reach 

20+ ft (7 m) long and weigh over 1,000+ lb (454 kg) !
• The largest crocodile ever was the Saltwater which 

measured 20 ft 3 in (6.2 m) long and weighed 2,370 lb (1075 kg).

• 14 CROCODILES: American (Caribbean Basin, South Florida), Cuban (Cuba’s Zapata Swamp), 
Dwarf (Western Africa), Freshwater (Northern Australia), Morelet’s (Atlantic parts of Mexico, Belize, 

and Guatemala), Mugger (India, Southern Iran, Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka), New Guinea (New Guinea), 
Nile (Sub-Saharan Africa), Orinoco (Colombia, Venezuela), Philippine (Philippines), Saltwater 
(SE Asia, Northern Australia, nearby waters), Siamese (Brunei, East Malaysia, Indonesia, Southern Indochina), 
Slender-Snouted (Central and Western Africa), West African (Central and Western Africa). 

• The Egyptian Plover bird seen here has a cooperative relationship with the crocodile 
and will enter the crocodile’s mouth to clean up scraps that are left. This ‘Crocodile’ 

bird will eat pesky insects 
that stick to the crocodile’s     

skin.

• Male 
Siamese 

Crocodiles can get up to 
13 ft (4 m) long and weigh 770 lb 

(350 kg). Females are smaller at 10 ft 
(3 m) long and weigh 330 lb (150 kg).

• Females build mound nests made 
from plant matter and mixed 
with mud.

• Momma will help her young as 
they break out of their eggs and 

will carry the hatchlings in her jaws 
to the water.

• Reptiles (alligator, crocodile, lizard, snake, tortoise, and turtle), are cold-blooded, lay eggs on land, and 
are covered with dry, tough skin and plates or scales.

• A crocodile doesn’t sweat like we do to cool down, they need to keep cool by opening their mouth 
which is called “mouth gaping”, very much like a dog panting to cool down.

• They will sleep with their mouths wide open to let off heat; no worries, they are not showing aggression. 

• Momma crocodiles lay between 10-80 eggs in a large nest, either in a hole or on a mound nest, 
depending on what type of crocodile it is.

• She will watch the eggs closely, even skipping meals, so as not to leave the nest unguarded.

• It takes 80-100 days for babies to hatch and hatchlings can take care of themselves very soon after they are born.

• Hatchlings (babies) are 7-11 in (17.8-28 cm) long and weigh 1-2.5 oz (28.3-70.9 g) 
depending on the type of crocodile; the attentive and loving momma will gently pick up the 
babies in her mouth to bring them to the water.

• Crocodiles are carnivores and eat birds, crustaceans, fish, frogs+.

• Gharials are in the crocodilian family with 
alligators and crocodiles.

• Males have a hollow, bulb-shaped bump at the end of their snout. 

• Gharials are wonderfully designed to catch fish with their long snout 
and over 100 sharp teeth; they swallow fish whole.

• They are the largest of the crocodilian species and males are 16-20 ft (4.9-6 m) 
long; females are 11.5-15 ft (3.5-4.6 m) long.

       Crocodile E
ggs

    206 BC-
            AD 220

CAST
    BRONZE

Siamese
Crocodile 
Hatchling

              Gator is a        
      slang word   
  for alligator.

                            Croc is a        
      slang word for crocodile.

     Crocodile
      Teeth

    
 Crocodile Eye

• Both gators and crocs can swim well by using their tail to move through the water.

• Gators are most likely to be in freshwater marshes and crocs are most likely to be in salty waters.

• Alligators can swim around 20 mph (32 kph) and crocodiles can swim 15-20 mph (24-32 kph).

• Both alligators and crocodiles, when they are underwater, can hold their breath from 1-24 hours.

• In the winter, when the weather gets too cold for alligators, they will shut down for several months 
in a process called brumation; they will leave their snout out of the water   to breathe.

• If you want to see the one place that gators and crocs live together, 
go to Southern Florida in 

the Everglades. 
A type

of Asian
Crocodilian

                          
      Gharial 

Reptiles like alligators, 
crocodiles, lizards, snakes, 

tortoises, and turtles are cold 
blooded, which means their    

 body temperature depends on   
  if it’s cold or hot outside.
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Black
Mamba

    Mamba

SNAKE
FACTS

• Covered in Scales (most snakes)

• Have Forked Tongues (that picks up scent fragments)

• Have Inner Ears (that feel air and ground vibrations)

• Venom is injected. Poison is ingested.

• 20% of Snakes are Venomous; Adders (England-
Scotland-Wales), Boomslangs and Mambas (Africa), 
Brown, Taipan and Tiger  (Australia), Bushmasters (South 
America), Cobras (Africa-India-SE Asia), Copperheads 
(North America), Corals (South-SE North America-Central 
and South America-Mexico), Cottonmouth (SW North 
America), Rattlesnakes (North and South America), Sea 
Snakes (Indian and Western Pacific Oceans), Vipers (all 
over the World except Australia), and more.

< Indian
     Spectacled
           Cobra

              Cobra

The wicked.. .go astray 
as soon as they are born, 

speaking lies. Their poison is 
like the poison of a serpent; 
they are like the deaf cobra 

that stops its ear.
Psalm 58:3-4

Python

Chameleon

• The Southern Tree Agama has a 
wide head and is 4.7-5.9 in (12-15 cm) long.

• Females lay 5-14 soft-shelled eggs that 
hatch after 90 days. She lays the eggs 
in a hole dug in moist ground.

• They feed mostly on ants, beetles, 
caterpillars, grasshoppers, and 
termites; and may also eat eggs, fruit, and seeds.

• Most reptiles, and amphibians, chickens, rodents, 
and even food can pass Salmonella (bacteria) which will 
cause diarrhea, fever, and stomach cramps.

• Germs can be found in poop (feces) or where the animals live; 
like cages or aquarium water of frogs, or turtles. 

• Wash hands well for 30+ seconds with antibacterial soap 
after handling animals. Keep critters away from surfaces 
where human food is prepared, served, or stored.• The Komodo Monitor is 

the largest lizard 
at up to 10 ft 
(3 m) long and 
weighing as much 
as 300 lb (136 kg).

• They eat birds, 
carrion, deer, 
invertebrates, 
pigs, & water 
buffalos... 

• They will 
attack 
humans at 
times and their spit 
(saliva) is highly venomous.

• There are 70+ different kinds of Monitor Lizards and most 
are not venomous including the Crocodile Monitor.

• The Crocodile Monitor is very aggressive and 
has the worst bite of all monitors; they can 
leave a nasty wound and an infection.

• Reticulated Python’s are 
the largest snake 
in the world.

• They average 5-21 ft (1.5-6.4 m) long: 
the largest was over 25 ft (7.6 m) long 
and weighed over 350 lb (159 kg).

• Their complex geometric patterns 
look like netting and they are designed 

with dif ferent beautiful colors.

• This Reticulated Python has little or 
no melanin (skin pigment) so they have a white 

color base, instead of black or brown: it is an albino snake.

• Albinism happens in people and plants also. The dif ference with 
albinos is that they are more sensitive to light. International 
Albinism Awareness Day is June 13th each year.

• The Brazilian Arrowhead Pit Viper can 
   grow up to 5.25 ft (1.6 m) long.

• 80% of their diet are rodents but their young 
   will feed mostly on arthropods and frogs.

• All snakes have forked tongues and they use   
    them to pick up scents.

• There is an antivenom  
   treatment in caring for bites    
   from venomous snakes, insects,   
   and spiders.

• Snakes bites in the United States   
   are rare and are not usually deadly.

• Black Mamba’s are 6.5-9.7 ft (2-3 m) 
  long: the longest was 14.4 ft (4.4 m).

• It has a very powerful venom (toxin) 
  that can be deadly to humans, but 

not all bites are fatal.

• Black Mambas are timid and will 
try and escape if confronted, but can 
become aggressive if they feel threatened 
and they will strike repeatedly.

• It is the fastest snake in the world and can 
slither at a speed of 12.5 mph (20.1 kph).

• They get their name because the insides of 
their mouths are blue-black in color: their 
body is brown, gray, or olive in color.

• They are found in sub-Saharan Africa.

• Corn Snakes make 
great pets and they are 
not aggressive at all.

• They are 2-6 ft (.6-1.8 m) 
long and their average 
weight is 2 lb (.9 kg).

• Being diurnal, they are 
most active during the day.

• Snakes eat their food whole 
as they do not have the right kind of 

teeth to chew their food; Corn Snakes love to eat mice.

• Ball Pythons and King Snakes also make great pets.

• The Emerald Tree Boa has 
sharp teeth and heat 
sensors around its 
mouth that makes 
a thermal image of 
its food (prey).

• Females don’t lay eggs 
but give live birth and their young come into the world in a 
jelly-like sac with no placenta connection to mom.

• Mom has 5-12 babies (snakelets) and adults can grow to 
 6+ ft (1.8 m) long and they spend their lives in the trees.

• The Rubber Boa is a friendly snake and are used in therapy 
to help people who have a fear of snakes.

• The Indochinese Spitting Cobra 
is 3-3.9 ft (.9-1.2 m) long.

• The largest cobra is the 
King Cobra at 

 10.4-13.1 ft (3.2-4 m) 
long: the longest was 
19.2 ft (5.9 m).

• Venomous snakes 
inject venom 
(toxin) from its 
fangs; 

and with poison, we 
have to eat the animal (or plant) 
to be harmed by its poison (toxin).

• Being venomous does not always mean 
deadly. Snakes will not attack a person: 
they will always try to escape if given the 
chance—they bite in self-defense if a 
person angers them or startles them. 

• All snakes are beneficial and vital 
members of our ecosystem and should be 
treated with respect.

    Boas, Vipers, 
and Pythons 
have holes

on their
faces called 
pit organs, 
which can 

find infrared 
radiation

from prey.
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Nano 
Chameleon
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• The Gold Dust 
Day Gecko is 
diurnal (active 
during the day); 

most Geckos are 
nocturnal (active 

during the night).

• They are between 
4-6 in (10-15 cm) long.

• The Dwarf Gecko is about .63 in (1.6 cm) long.

• They are home to (native to) Madagascar, Mauritius, and 
other Indian Ocean islands.

• The Gold Dust Day Geckos like to eat insects, pollen, and 
nectar (the sugary sap of flowers or plants).

On the tip
of a finger

• Green Iguana’s can grow to 6.6 ft (2 m) long 
and can weigh up to 20 lb (9.1 kg); most are 
10-15 lb (4.5-6.8 kg).

• They have powerful limbs, sharp claws, and a long, strong tail.

• Swimming underwater, they can hold 
their breath for up to 30 minutes.

• The extra skin hanging from their 
neck is called the dewlap and they 

will stretch it out when they 
feel threatened.

• Most iguanas can regrow 
their tails if they are in danger 

and perhaps lose it after being 
grabbed from a predator by the tail.

• The Green Anole can change colors from 
bright green to yellow to grey to dark brown. 

• They are 5-8 in (12.7–20.3 cm) long and weigh .1-.25 oz (3–7 g).

• Females will lay 15-18 eggs per season, and young green 
anoles are left on their own from the moment they are born.

• Green anoles can remove their tail from the rest of their body 
to escape a predator, like many other kinds of lizards.

• Arms/claws/rays, eyes, tails, and tissue can regrow in 
some animals which is called autotomy; a natural removal 
of a limb, tail, etc, to 
protect themselves.

• From the Anole, Axolotl, 
Octopus, Salamander, 
Sea Cucumber, Sea Star, 
Skink, and more.

Gold Dust
Day Gecko

Millions of stiff 
hairs on their 
toe pads help 
Geckos climb.

Largest Komodo Monitor 
was 10.3 ft (3.14 m) long and 

weighed 366 lb (166 kg).

 Chameleon’s have
 long, sticky and REALLY 
FAST tongues that are 2 

times their body size. 
The mucus is 400 times

thicker than human spit.

Green Anoles are 
insectivores and eat 

beetles, crickets, flies, 
spiders, and more.

                     Pit

                           Viperor absorb 
it through 

our skin

• The Senegal Chameleon is 
native to West Africa.

• They are 7.8-11.8 in 
(20-30 cm) long and 

weigh 1 oz (28 g).

• The Parson’s 
Chameleon is 

the largest 
chameleon and can get up to 27.3 in (69.5 cm) 

long and can weigh up to 24.7 oz (700 g).

• The Nano Chameleon is the smallest at .5 in 
(1.35 cm) long and are less than 1 oz (28 g).

• Chameleons eat a variety of insects, 
some eat plants, and larger chameleons 
will eat smaller birds and other lizards.

• They can move their eyes separate from 
each other and can change the color of 
their skin to match their surroundings. 
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These also shall be unclean 
unto you among the creeping 

things that creep upon the 
earth; ...the tortoise.

Leviticus 11:29

Indian Star
Tortoise

Gopher
Tortoise

Spider
Tortoise

Angulate
Tortoise

Aldabra Giant 
Tortoise

Eastern
Musk

Turtle

Ornate Box
Turtle

Leatherback 
Sea Turtle

Painted
Turtle

Pig-Nosed 
Turtle

Loggerhead Sea    
Turtle (Baby)

All tortoises are turtles but not all turtles are tortoises

• Loves land
• Most have domed shells
   (egg-shaped)
• Round feet, short legs
• Walk on their toes
• Eats plants
• Lives 80 -190+ years
• Cold blooded

• Loves water
• Smooth or spiny shells
   (oval or heart-shaped)
• Webbed feet or flippers

• Walk on feet, if have them
• Eats plants and meat
• Lives 20-75+ years
• Cold blooded (except
   Leatherback Sea Turtle)

Leopard
Tortoise

Yellow-Footed
Tortoise

          One large   
  Leatherback Turtle   
   was almost 9 ft
      (2.7 m) long
      and weighed   
         2,016 lb
         (914 k)!

Green
Sea Turtle

• Turtles cannot climb out of their shell like we see in cartoons as it is their ribcage, 
spine, vertebrae, and their sternum. 

• Their shoulder bones and hip bones are inside the turtle’s rib cage and they are the 
ONLY land animal (with the tortoise) that has this unique trait.

• They can also breathe through their butts (cloaca): their rigid shells don’t move so 
sheets of muscles within their shells pump in oxygen through their 
mouth and sometimes they breathe out their butts.

• Usually this happens during hibernation 
when they are underwater.  

• The cloaca is used for pee, poop, and 
reproduction.

• Turtles come in all colors, 
shapes, and sizes.

• A Box Turtle or Painted 
Turtle is a good turtle for 
kids plus others; check online.

• Most turtles like water and 
stay in lakes, ponds, and freshwater. 

• The majority of turtles are omnivores, and eat both animals 
and plants; some are carnivores and eat only meat (Leatherback and 

Loggerhead Sea Turtles), and some are herbivores and stick to plants.

• Green Sea Turtles are mainly herbivores and eat algae and seagrasses 
which make their cartilage and fat a greenish color. 

• They lay, on average, 110 eggs per clutch (group of eggs); 
Leatherback Sea Turtles will lay 80 eggs and Loggerhead Sea 
Turtles will lay 120 eggs. • Eggs from Green and Loggerhead    

          Turtles hatch in 45-55 days   
                       and Leatherback Turtles  
                                    eggs hatch in   
                                              70-80 days.• The Leatherback Sea Turtle 

is the largest turtle in the 
world and usually weighs up 
to 1323 lb (600 kg) and is 
up to 7 ft (2.1 m) long.

• Leatherback’s can dive to 4,000 ft (1,219 m) and they can swim 10,000+ miles (16,093 km) a year.

• They are uniquely designed, inside and out, with seven ridges on their shell and very smooth skin that 
feels like rubber on their bodies and shell: the ONLY kind of sea turtle that does not have scales and a hard shell.

• Green Sea Turtles are the largest hard-shelled sea turtle at 300-350 lb (136-159 kg) and 3-4 ft (.9-1.2 m) long.

• Loggerhead Sea Turtles average 298 lb (135 kg) and are 3 ft (.9 m) long: the largest was more than 1,000 lb (454 kg)! 
• Some sea turtles are omnivores and will eat barnacles, corals, insects, sand dollars, sea anemones, sea urchins, and more.

• Sea turtles live their whole lives in the cold ocean, except to lay eggs on warm tropical beaches.

• Mama sea turtles lay their eggs in the sand  and then go back to the ocean; once the eggs hatch, their babies (hatchlings) can lose 
up to 20% of their body mass, from evaporation of water, as they make the trip from their nest to the ocean.

• When the female babies become mommas themselves, they will come back to that very same beach to lay their eggs.

• An iron compound called Magnetite (magnetic mineral), which is in the turtle’s brains, allow the sea turtles 
to sense the magnetic field of the Earth so they can journey back to their same beach.

• Tortoise shells are an intricate design: they cannot climb out of their shell like 
we see in cartoons as it is their ribcage, spine, vertebrae, and their sternum. 

• Their shoulder blades and hip bones are inside the tortoise’s rib cage and 
they are the ONLY land animal (with the turtle) that has this unique trait.

• Unlike human ribs, tortoise and turtle ribs cannot move 
when they breathe so sheets of muscles within their shells 

pump in oxygen through their mouth: some tortoises 
can breathe through their butts (cloaca). 

• Their shell is usually dome-shaped, hard, and is 
covered by scales (scutes) which protect them.

• These scales are made of keratin and as a  
      tortoise grows,

• Different kinds of tortoises have distinct 
shell colors, shapes, and sizes.

• When a baby tortoise or turtle is 
born (hatchling), they have a soft shell.

• They grow with the same shell rather than grow a new 
one and their shells harden as they get older.

• Their shells have 60 interconnected bones.

• Tortoises and turtles are the only reptile that do not have teeth: they 
have strong beaks which they use to bite, chew, and tear their food.

• Their diet includes grasses, 
herbs, plants, and 
shrubs: some tortoises 
are omnivores and will 
eat meat. 

• A tortoise can feel through their shells as 
it is full of nerve endings, so they do feel 
pain: they enjoy being petted or touched.

• Rubbing or scratching them helps them 
shed old scales (scutes). 

• Their ears are hidden under a scale 
behind their eyes and just above their 
jaw, and these scales cover an internal 
ear that goes to their eardrum. 

• They have a third eyelid to protect their 
eyes when digging in the dirt.

• The Hermann’s Tortoise is a good beginner 
tortoise for kids amongst others; check online.

• The Aldabra 
Giant Tortoise is 

the second largest 
tortoise in the wor ld and 

can get to 550 lb (249 kg): the 
Galapagos Tortoise is the largest 
at 919 lb (417 kg).

• Large tortoises are one of the 
longest-lived animals.

• Aldabra tortoises mainly eat 
vegetation but will eat meat 
when it is available: Galapagos 
tortoises are herbivores and eat 
vegetation like cactus, fruits, 
grasses, and vines.

• They can store food and water 
easily and for a very long time.

• Lichen [lī-kən] can grow on their 
shells as tortoises move slow 
around .2 mph 

      (.3 kph).

more keratin
    is added.

Tortoises live on land and do not swim.

Magnetite is the most magnetic 
of all the naturally occurring 

minerals on Earth.

Outstanding
design!
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Amphibians
Cold blooded.

Moist slimy skin.
Lay eggs in water.

(Frog, Newt)

Flatworms
Soft bodies.

(Fluke, Tapeworm)

Mollusks
Soft bodies.

(Octopus, Snail)

Protozoa
Single cell.

(All microscopic)

Coelenterates
Soft bodies.

(Coral, Sea Jelly)

Echinoderms
Spiny skin.

(Sea Star, Sea Urchin)
Arthropods

Hard external skeleton.
Jointed limbs.

Annelid Worms
Segmented bodies.
(Earthworm, Leech)

Arachnids
Eight legs, two part
body, no antennae.

(Spider, Tick)

Birds
Warm blooded.

Feathers and wings.
Beaks and lay eggs.

(Eagle, Robin)

Crustaceans
Many legs, two

sets of antennae.
(Lobster, Shrimp)

Mammals
Warm blooded.

Fur or hair.
Feed young on milk.

(Dog, Elephant)

Insects
Six legs, three part body,

no wings, pair of antennae.
(Ant, Bee)

Myriapods
Many legs, and
body segments.

(Centipede, Millipede)

Fish
Cold blooded*.

Scales.
Gills for breathing.

(Salmon, Shark)

Reptiles
Cold blooded*.
Dry scaly skin.

Lay eggs on land.
(Alligator, Snake)

Cold Blooded: Body temperature depends on if it’s cold or hot outside.
Warm Blooded: Has a body temperature that stays the same.
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HAVE A BACkBonE

vertebrates;
(amphibians, birds, 

fish, mammals, reptiles)

hemoglobin
The hemoglobin 

protein is bound to 
red blood cells and 

contains iron.

crustaceans; 
octopuses, squids, 

snails, spiders

hemocyanin
Blood protein has 

more copper. Blood 
full of oxygen is blue. 
Blood low in oxygen 

is colorless.

brachiopods; 
lamp shells,

peanut worms

hemerythrin
Blood full of oxygen 

is dark purple.
Blood low in oxygen 

is colorless. 

leeches, marine & 
segmented worms,

lizards, skinks

chlorocruorin
High levels

of biliverdin
(green color) engulfs 

the red blood.

crocodile
icefish

Do noT HAVE A BACkBonE

...the blood of Jesus 
Christ His Son cleanses 

us from all sin.

1 John 1:7

colorless
The icefish is found 

deep under the 
Antarctica waters. 
Blood is colorless.

Animal
  blood comes in
5 zany colors!
My blood is red

like yours!

There are many more
invertebrates (95%)

than vertebrates (5%).
All invertebrates

are cold blooded.

new 
species are 
discovered 
each year

* Warm Blooded Fish: North Atlantic White Shark, North Pacific Salmon Shark, Opah, Tuna
* Warm Blooded Reptiles: Argentine Giant Tegu Lizard, Leatherback Sea Turtle

MULTICoLoRED BLooD CHEMISTRYCHEMISTRYCHEMISTRY
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Adipose Fin
A fin found on the back of a fish 
behind the dorsal fin and in front 
of the caudal fin.
Abyssal Zone (Abyssopelagic)
Part of the ocean that doesn’t get 
any sunlight from 13,123-19,685 
ft (4,000-6,000 m) and 32º-39º F 
(0º-4º C).
Amphipods
Any freshwater or saltwater tiny 
crustaceans, like beach fleas, sand 
hoppers, and more.
Anal Fin
A fin found on the underside of 
a fish and other aquatic animals, 
behind the anus. 
Annelids 
Wormlike invertebrates having 
a segmented body; like the 
earthworm, leech, and more.
Aquatic [uh-kwat-ik]
Of or relating to the water as 
different from land.
Areate [air-eyt]
To give oxygen or air.
Arthropod
An invertebrate animal; 
crustacean, insect, or spider.
Baleen Plates [krōk]
Fine, comb-like plates, instead of 
teeth, in certain whales. 
Barb
The end part of a stingray tail 
that has jagged edges and a 
sharp point.
Bioluminescence
When a living organism releases 
light; a firefly is one example. 
Blubber
The fat of aquatic mammals like 
seals and whales.
Brackish
Water that is a little salty with a 
mix of freshwater and seawater.
Branchiopods
Any freshwater or saltwater tiny 
crustaceans, like fairy shrimp, 
water fleas, and more. 
Bubble-net Feeding
When fish are forced upward by 
bubbles from a circle of either 
dolphin groups or humpback 
whale groups.
Calves
What baby dolphins are called.
Calving
When momma dolphin gives 
birth to a dolphin.
Camouflage [ka-me-flahge]
Covering up or a disguise.

Cartilage [kar-teh-lij]
Flexible, rubbery tissue which 
contains no blood vessels (ex.: 
our nose). Rays have cartilage 
instead of a skeleton.
Caudal Fin
A tail fin of a fish and other 
aquatic vertebrates. 
Cavitation
When aquatic animals move their 
claws, fins, or tails really fast to 
form vapor-filled bubbles to stun 
their prey.
Cephalopods
A large mollusk; like cuttlefish, 
octopus, squid, and more. 
Chitin [kī-ten]
A protein and the main part 
that makes up a hard shell and 
exoskeleton to protect the 
insides of arthropods and insects. 
Chlorocruorin (Green Blood)
[klor-o-kru-eh-ren]
A green oxygen-carrying 
pigment (biliverdin) found in 
vital liquid in many annelids.  
Cloaca
A duct in amphibians, birds, 
reptiles, most fish, and some 
mammals, for peeing, pooping, 
and reproduction. 
Compound Eye
A crustacean or insect with 
an eye that has hundreds or 
thousands of hexagonal shapes 
where each shape makes a part 
of an image.
Copepods
Any freshwater or saltwater tiny 
crustaceans, like plankton, water 
fleas, and more.
Crustacean
Invertebrate animal; clam, crab, 
crayfish, lobster, oyster, prawn, 
shrimp, and more.
Decapods
Crustaceans with 10 legs; crabs, 
lobsters, shrimps, and more.
Diurnal [dye-ur-nuhl]
Animal active during the day. 
Dorsal Fin
A fin(s) found on the backs 
of a fish and other aquatic 
vertebrates. 
Echolocation [eh-ko-lo-ka-shen]
A way that bats, dolphins and 
other animals use to find the 
location of food or objects using 
reflected sound.
Exoskeleton
Hard outer covering of 
arthropod; crustacean, insect, 
spider, and more. 

Flipper
A broad, flattened limb in an 
aquatic animal used for moving.
Gill
A breathing organ of fish and 
other aquatic animals.
Hadal Zone (Hadalpelagic) 
Deepest part of the ocean from 
19,685-35,797 ft (6,000-10,911 m) 
and 39º F (4º C).
Hemerythrin (Purple Blood)
[heme-reh-thren]
A purple oxygen-carrying 
pigment (iron) found in 
vital liquid in some aquatic 
invertebrates.
Hemocyanin (Blue Blood)
[he-mow-sigh-eh-nen]
A blue oxygen-carrying pigment 
(copper) found in vital liquid 
in most mollusks, and some 
arthropods. 
Hemoglobin (Red Blood)
[he-mow-glow-ben]
A red oxygen-carrying pigment 
(iron) found in vital liquid in all 
vertebrates.
Invertebrate
An animal that doesn’t have a 
backbone; annelid, arthropod, 
coelenterate, echinoderm, 
mollusk, and more.
Isopods
Any freshwater, saltwater, or 
land smaller crustaceans, like 
arcturid, pill bugs, and more.
keratin [care-uh-tin]
A protein that make up claws, 
nails, scales, and more. 
krill
Small shrimp-like crustaceans 
about an inch long. 
Labyrinth
Organ in perciform fish which is 
used for breathing oxygen from 
the air.
Lateral Line
Sensory system that goes along 
the middle of the body from 
head to tail to help fish find prey. 
It is found in all fish.
Marsupium
Pouch that protects eggs, 
offspring, or reproductive parts.
Metamorphosis [met-uh-mawr-fuh-sis]
A change in form from one stage 
to the next; ex: tadpole to frog.
Midnight Zone (Mesopelagic)
Part of the ocean that doesn’t get 
any sunlight from 3,281-13,123 ft 
(1,000-4,000 m) and 39º F (4º C).
Mollusks
An invertebrate animal; clams, 
snails, octopuses, and more. 
Molt
When skin or shell comes off, 
usually replaced by another. 

nocturnal [naak-tur-nuhl]
Animal active during the night.
ommatidia [om-uh-teh-dea]
One of the tiny hexagonal-shape 
parts of the compound eye of 
arthropods and insects.
Pectoral Fin
A fin found on each side of a fish 
and other aquatic vertebrates, 
just behind the head. 
Pelvic Fin
A fin found on each side of a fish 
and other aquatic vertebrates, 
and towards the rear. 
Placoid Scale [pla-koid]
Toothlike scale as in sharks/rays.
Plankton
Organisms that live in the top 
layer of the ocean, the sunlight 
(epipelagic) zone.
Podia
Tube feet used in sea cucumbers, 
sea stars, and sea urchins for 
moving, feeding, and breathing.
Secrete [seh-kreet]
To release or give off.
Shed
To cast off or part with.
Siphon [sī-fen]
Tubular organ used by 
cephalopods to eject water and 
help them move; jet propulsion.
Siphuncle [sigh-funk-uhl]
Tubular organ in cephalopds 
with external shells; cuttlefish, 
nautilus, and spirula. It helps 
remove water so they can float.
Sunlight Zone (Epipelagic)
Uppermost part of the ocean 
from 0-656 ft (0-200 m) and 
28º-97º F (-2º-36º C). 
Symmetrical [seh-meh-tri-kel]
Having a balanced order of parts.
Tapetum Lucidum
Layer of eye tissue in many 
vertebrate animals (sharks, cats, 
dogs+) that reflect light to help 
them see in low light. 
Tentacle
A boneless, flexible, long limb
or organ of some animals,
mostly invertebrates.
Terrestrial [tuh-res-tree-uhl]
Of or relating to the land as 
different from water.
Twilight Zone (Bathypelagic)
Part of the ocean that doesn’t get
any sunlight from 656-3,281 ft 
(200-1,000 m) and 39º-43º F 
(4º-6º C).
Vertebrate
An animal that has a backbone; 
amphibian, bird, fish, mammal, 
and reptile.

Glossary
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lymma2a.jpg. Wikipedia CC BY 2.5. wikipedia.org/wiki/
Bluespotted_ribbontail_ray#/media/File:Taeniura_lymma2a.jpg.

Blue Whale (pp. 6-7). T. Bjornstad (TBjornstad). Image-Blue Whale 
and Hector Dolphine Colored.jpg. Wikimedia Commons Public 
Domain. commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Image-Blue_Whale_
and_Hector_Dolphine_Colored.jpg. 

Bottlenose Dolphin (p. 6). Painting Jacque Bernadette.
Boxfish Scales (p. 16). Biodiversity Library-biodiversitylibrary.org. 

Lactoria fornasini1.jpg. Wikipedia Public Domain. wikipedia.org/
wiki/Fish_scale#/media/File:Lactoria_fornasini1.jpg.

Brazilian Arrowhead Viper (p. 25). Leandro Avelar. Bothrops jararaca.
jpg. Wikipedia CC BY SA 4.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/Bothrops_
jararaca#/media/File:Bothrops_jararaca.jpg.

Caecilian Eggs (p. 5). Davidvraju. Caecilian guarding its eggs.jpg. 
Wikimedia Commons CC BY SA 4.0. commons.m.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Caecilian_guarding_its_eggs.jpg.

California Sea Lion Pup (p. 9). Dag Peak. Flickr CC BY 2.0. flickr.
com/photos/dagpeak/13439472/in/photolist-2bT63-5ZZfpT-
bDgUNm-7Q4L8K-DcV8E7-oDPRBu-5nQpMx-dWJ4qs-7NnNqg-
o3fnzf-67pjcx-7ZpWhe-s1h4vj-8FzxCK-7cy7XP-dY1MGr-
6cZRmW-r4NNXV-3Kymcp-4o2tCt-frYmRY-81qoMG-96oc43-
7Q4KWF-98Q2Ds-5GrtBC-9cJ4rA-9snSbt-ahb9Rm-PSY2rw-
Px2p2C-f4eBzP-66cgRw-a2RWqi-66cnnJ-radRA-5QGnKq-
bDT2px-FheDn5-bqY5Xw-cUKpmG-4NxWst-4WAqRJ-9WM94v-
xMhCs-vgYr1-8jFWf2-a2RVAt-67tvhU-2Hdbu1. 

Candy Darter (p. 20). T. Travis Brown, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 
National Park Service Public Domain. nps.gov/gari/learn/nature/
protecting-our-native-candy-darter.htm.

Candy Striped Flatworm (p. 19, 28). Erics. Prostheceraeus 
vittatus - 01.jpg. Wikipedia CC BY SA 3.0. wikipedia.org/
wiki/Prostheceraeus_vittatus#/media/File:Prostheceraeus_
vittatus_-_01.jpg.

Cane Toad (p. 2). Sam Fraser-Smith. Flickr CC BY 2.0.  flickr.com/
photos/samfrasersmith/4559944181/in/photolist-61Aua6-
7WWUxg-bUdc8Q-9fuJ8m-hR8LXJ-7Xa8eD-ayvEL1-7XdbDL-
bUdeQG-ayvEys-6MpTyD-6MpT3K-Ds5BQK-A4g93E-4WWv6C-
asmyf-6Mu6Ho-6Mu7wW-28bb7EY-69WcjN-q7jDdg-9fuHF9-
4hhcCx-a8sbSy-7FC4Dd.

Cape Rain Frog (p. 2). Abu Shawka. Breviceps Gibbosus Cape Rain 
Froga - Cape Town 2.jpg. Wikipedia Public Domain. wikipedia.
org/wiki/Cape_rain_frog#/media/File:Breviceps_gibbosus_Cape_
Rain_Froga_-_Cape_Town_2.jpg.

Caribbean Reef Squid (p. 12). Betty Wills. Squid colors 2.jpg. 
Wikipedia CC BY SA 4.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/Squid#/media/
File:Squid_colors_2.jpg. 

Caribbean Spiny Lobster (p. 10). Adam. Caribbean Spiny 
Lobster 3 - Blackbird Caye - Belize 2016. Flickr CC BY 2.0. 
flickr.com/photos/concertsandcomedy/24239938284/in/
photolist-pzwtTN-qwmieD-ScvMVQ-DKuUax-DjXmDF-
qLdFH3-mXerBF-aEwHhK-aEwHo4-4HVK1v-CVZcpY-
CW129q-Dk2wag-qAArmc-qj2Gaq-qjbkGH-cQyvyU-cQyvtN-
9BWPVT-cQyvBj-9BZL3L-cQyvKy-9BWQ9M-8Upnfz-9zWFP5-
8MVhSp-GdE78G-9zWHW5-9zTHVZ-9BZKRG-9zWG3L.

Chinese Alligator (p. 22). David J. Stang. Alligator sinensis 1zz.jpg. 
Wikipedia Public Domain. wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_alligator#/
media/File:Alligator_sinensis_1zz.jpg.

Chinook Salmon (p. 20). Ryah Hagerty, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 
162_7_02_F4A0080.jpg. USFWS Public Domain. digitalmedia.fws.
gov/digital/collection/natdiglib/id/26869/rec/31.

Christmas Tree Worms (p. 18). Sanc0491-NOAA Photo Library. 
Photographer: G. P. Schmahl, NOAA FGBNMS Manager. Flickr 
CC BY 2.0. flickr.com/photos/noaaphotolib/5277563431/in/
photolist-8JHrUx-93mTJX.

Clown Fish (p. 15). Dani Driscoll. Flickr CC BY 2.0. .flickr.com/photos/
theofficialdani/6384702009/in/photolist-aJcgt8-aCiTV9-oyPvnW-
cfs8DN-7C1KuN-cfs8Aw-7HsY3i-cfnAY5-8JrKgE-At4kBX-7C1KJG-
bDXCcx-cftPCU-ej4t5k-aiwNZw-7HsXV8-55Qjg7-vY6xAT-
36DcKG-a3arkX-7YBCNZ-7YBC6M-7YBCvi-4kQ5YW-5NSNEv-
5NThUg-4kL4xR-dj6Jnw-o5ct6p-JxdkA1-wdjLs-6hRE3t-5hqGMa-
5hv2yE-4kL38D-4kL2uD-7YERP1-5wC74H-7dT92R-4EjwTm-
5NSvB4-5NXx3y-5pLex8-aamkJx-5wC3Y8-5Ntuzq-5Nqd18-
5Nuv2U-5ZXAE9-MzC4a.

Common Octopus (p. 12). Comingio Merculiano (1845-1915) in 
Jatta Giuseppe (1860-1903). Octopus vulgaris Merculiano.jpg. 
Wikimedia Commons Public Domain. commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Octopus_vulgaris_Merculiano.jpg.

Copepod (p. 11). Andrei Savitsky. Copepod 1.jpg. Wikimedia 
Commons CC BY SA 4.0. commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Copepod_1.jpg.

Copperband Butterflyfish (p. 14). Leonardo Stabile. Seattle 
Aquarium, 1.jpg. Wikipedia Public Domain. wikipedia.org/wiki/
Butterflyfish#/media/File:Seattle_Aquarium,_1.jpg. 

Corn Snake (p. 25). Ethan Porcaro. CornSnake.jpg. Wikipedia CC BY SA 
4.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/Corn_snake#/media/File:CornSnake.jpg.

Corn Snake Closeup (p. 25). Glenn Bartolotti. Corn snake close up.jpg. 
Wikipedia CC BY SA 4.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/Corn_snake#/media/
File:Corn_snake_close_up.jpg.

Crocodile Art (p. 22). Creozavr. Pisabay Public Domain. pixabay.com/
vectors/crocodile-alligator-cartoon-reptile-6074266/.

Crocodile Chart (p. 23). Eric Kilby. Flickr CC BY SA 2.0. flickr.com/
photos/ekilby/6374356399/in/photolist-aHhf5x-82ftHm-
dUrUoD-ctumGG-aaMQKy-eVufaw-arq9Si-bsVBpz-8rAeTL-
atoojx-9yo3zA-4c9Hzd-adkADM-5tCPH3-6y3Koe-nx1VYf-282Lk-
eyF1S6-aaMQKU-22fvvbG-fAC9BH-6ZaGYH-aaK66R-rgbjju-
d4TnGW-71hymZ-n8xwPZ-nPmdoj-dq6Tm4-7jyDrM-788MQp-
5TbjGo-xCivWz-9ejL46-Pu5JhK-8wL2T3-Geitu8-6aPpJZ-
mFCaYV-8uoHf1-54LBqV-9pcHnV-H5BLKS-Q4xt4b-wwSf9p-
AHcPT-48cjex-34Mvkt-Bz6oU1-pqKMr.

Crocodile Eggs (p. 23). Jeremy Holden, Fauna & Flora International. 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. USFWS Public Domain. fws.gov/
endangered/news/episodes/bu-fall2013/story4/index.html.

Crocodile Teeth (p. 23). Pixabay Public Domain. pixabay.com/photos/
crocodile-teeth-reptile-alligator-1660512/.

Crocodile Trident (p. 23). Ashley Van Haeften. Flickr Public Domain. 
flickr.com/photos/wikimediacommons/16261977828/in/
photolist-qM1Ts5-q6E75S-r3nayM-5ACNjW-xySikh-pjA5Sm-
aasvkz-ctsFsd-fdDxnW-kB9T13-PEevQM-2epwUUW-2hi4Z6p-
DoKifR-2mQuNge-DQjoVP-2m6dx4g-eSE3UG-VXMEzC-cWdJEb-
2m2oMYK-PKduNM-pyEnW5-FwPkUh-r4WLZ7-xk85KN-
4wVYcG-wvqgwS-GtNCPy-9mwNP4-9b26hq-6yEANh-86r6Mg-
86ubRf-rJmye5-2kHAGsB-Vmrb6J-Q8XzLf-ReM5bX-RqsPur-
-bpRmXA-RmWCRG-JN9H1-rTh95f-ehfejV-zShJp3-gDhwbF-
gDh3Sf-2kHbU6p-gDhchv.

Cuttlefish Eye (p. 13). FireFly5. Cuttlefish eye.jpg. Wikipedia Public 
Domain. wikipedia.org/wiki/Cuttlefish#/media/File:Cuttlefish_eye.jpg.

Discus (p. 15). Bergadder. Discus 2.jpg. Wikimedia Commons CC BY SA 
3.0. commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Discus_2.jpg.

Dragon-Eye Zoanthid Coral (p. 19). Kazvorpal. Zoanthus-dragon-eye.
jpg. Wikipedia CC BY SA 3.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/Zoantharia#/
media/File:Zoanthus-dragon-eye.jpg.

Dragon Wrasse (p. 16). Mbz1. Cleaning station kona.jpg. Wikimedia 
Commons CC BY SA 3.0. commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Cleaning_station_kona.jpg.

Albino Reticulated Python (p. 25). OKJaguar. Yellow-headed albino 
reticulated python.jpg. Wikimedia Commons CC BY SA 4.0. 
commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Yellow-headed_albino_
reticulated_python.jpg.

Aldabra Giant Tortoise in Box (p. 26). Childzy. A. gigantea Aldabra 
Giant Tortoise.jpg. Wikipedia CC BY SA 3.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/
Tortoise#/media/File:A._gigantea_Aldabra_Giant_Tortoise.jpg.

Alligator Art (p. 22).  Merio. Pixabay Public Domain. https://pixabay.
com/illustrations/water-green-nature-smile-art-2850559/.

American Allligator (pp. 22, 28). PetarM. Alligator Muja, Belgrade Zoo.
jpg. Wikimedia Commons CC BY SA 3.0. commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Alligator_Muja,_Belgrade_Zoo.jpg.

American Alligator Chart (p. 22). Judy Gallagher. Flickr CC BY 2.0. 
flickr.com/photos/52450054@N04/27324863478.

American Alligator Teeth (p. 22). Bernard Spragg. Flickr Public Domain. 
flickr.com/photos/88123769@N02/48824198611.

American Mink (p. 8). Patrick Reijnders. American Mink.jpg. Wikipedia 
CC BY SA 3.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/Mink#/media/File:American_
Mink.jpg.

Anglerfish (p. 15). Masaki Miya et al. BMC_-_Diceratiidae-
Bufoceratias.wedli.jpg. Wikimedia Commons CC BY 2.0. 
commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:BMC_-_Diceratiidae-
Bufoceratias.wedli.jpg.

Angulate Tortoise (p. 26). Bernard Dupont. Angulate Tortoise 
(Chersina angulata) (31060046065).jpg. Wikimedia Commons CC 
BY SA 2.0. commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Angulate_Tortoise_
(Chersina_angulata)_(31060046065).jpg.

Antennata Lionfish (p. 14). Christian Mehlführer (Chmehl). MC 
Rotfeuerfisch.jpg. Wikipedia CC BY 2.5. wikipedia.org/wiki/
Pterois#/media/File:MC_Rotfeuerfisch.jpg.

Armed Nylon Shrimp (p. 11). NOAA, https://oceanexplorer.noaa.gov/
explorations/04etta/background/decapods/media/heterocarpus_
ensifer.html. Heterocarpus ensifer.jpg. Wikipedia Public Domain.    
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caridea#/media/File:Heterocarpus_ensifer.jpg.

Asian Common Toad (p. 3). Dr. Raju Kasambe. Asian Common Toad 
Duttaphrynus melanostictus by Dr. Raju Kasambe DSCN6557 (7).
jpg. Wikimedia Commons CC BY SA 4.0. commons.m.wikimedia.
org/wiki/File:Asian_Common_Toad_Duttaphrynus_
melanostictus_by_Dr._Raju_Kasambe_DSCN6557_(7).jpg.

Aspidodiadematid Sea Urchin (p. 12). NOAA Photo Library. Expn7711. 
Flickr CC BY 2.0. flickr.com/photos/noaaphotolib/39695068172/
in/photolist-fQsiCm-DSv3gg-DSv6ev-23tHBJJ-22rMAD1-DSv2ki-
DSv4K8-22rMAHE-23tHARS-fL2naJ-DSv5fB-DSv2pg-vbKij5-
fHGcBa-JsmZ4D-HD1xXF-vR9ELJ-it9ZLS-22a6AHM-22rMALW-
J9tsto-DSv2nc-vR9AnW-fPT3tt-23tHApu-fHGBxz-FoEuWA-
23tHzgN-Jz7JeD-22rMAEJ-HCX6Mv-JsiPJ2-Jqa4Zh-fKJGLR-
JsmYFz-Jq9XxE-fNyVG2-fKwuKj-fL2f3C-fL2n8b-o6GbJw-jdddwE-
8DcHWW-23tHAP7-8UpmCn-8UpmBK-HD1wKF-22a6AHB-
23tHBvC-JBsFx5. 

Axolotl Salamander (p. 4). David Shane. Flickr CC BY 2.0. flickr.
com/photos/david_shane/6151631980/in/photolist-anAHSm-
6qUJW3-521zsc-ByLuL-dafKsZ-8KNi92-GcSFQL-4SJW3m-
4SJVUq-4SJWdC-4SEH2k-BzNizy-8au5RV-dag1rX-5WyzGd-
5WyzB5-a6y2m8-a6y3oH-a6y2RF-anXdQw-6HSPhL-Ao7k-
aE4bnU-MJcYw-2gfgdkf-CnKZwL-pQCQNu-fhirvs-ed44Li-
7rMWHz-7ZxmYE-L86WZv-7Zxn1S-7ZMHyj-7XW67M-6tnPnS-
3WEqp3-9ahdq2-aE4bes-9akpaL-PDgShB-9W2aoN-bgYDvr-
G59fJ8-2evSjJr-ee5yrM-ee5AM2-eebh1f-eebfvy-ee5Atz.

Axolotl Salamander Head (p. 4). AJC1. Flickr CC BY SA 2.0. flickr.com/
photos/ajc1/5698501059/in/photolist-9FyiQg-GtLkff-GcSFYw-
4DEdwZ-9FyiPt-5aUjGL-anAHSm-6qUJW3-521zsc-ByLuL-dafKsZ-
8KNi92-GcSFQL-4SJW3m-4SJVUq-4SJWdC-4SEH2k-BzNizy-
8au5RV-dag1rX-5WyzGd-5WyzB5-a6y2m8-a6y3oH-a6y2RF-
anXdQw-6HSPhL-Ao7k-aE4bnU-MJcYw-2gfgdkf-CnKZwL-
pQCQNu-fhirvs-ed44Li-7rMWHz-7ZxmYE-L86WZv-7Zxn1S-
7ZMHyj-7XW67M-6tnPnS-3WEqp3-9ahdq2-aE4bes-9akpaL-
PDgShB-9W2aoN-bgYDvr-G59fJ8.

Azure Sea Sponge (p. 19). Icelight. Flickr CC BY 2.0. flickr.com/photos/
icelight/208857628/in/photolist-jss6A-9FcJjv-pDa6Zx-craX9N-
8CbvvD-pBN36U-7uMTD9-okpr8-7sFGc5-9QRmB7-o1tgsR-
axf5vy-4H9517-4vXQyB-9QRo6A-wEJJFF-vHdCW7-o1s2FN-
54xWaY-wEeMpt-vHn6c6-47z5ep-wEJ54F-wBV5b5-4ghewe-
azuuhC-vHnMuv-pnkEJf-wnCVPL-vHnLEz-wBVJAS-o1tgKe-
wDxq5m-wEJ5dt-wDwKg9-wBVL6q-vHnLUT-bb2Rv2-ofUMNq-
ohWEqx-o1sfQG-pDQPKc-uXZgmX-o3bd2e-vHejQ5-wnCVZL-
9QxQrA-wEfrV6-o1s3cN-5RDENw.

Barreleye Fish (p. 15). National Center for Biotechnology Information, 
U.S. National Library of Medicine. Public Domain. www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4980007/. 

Beluga Sturgeon (p. 21). Максим Яковлєв. Білуга (Huso huso).jpg. 
Wikipedia CC BY SA 4.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/Beluga_(sturgeon)#/
media/File:Білуга_(Huso_huso).jpg. 

Beluga Whale (p. 6). Stan Shebs. Delphinapterus leucas in shallows.jpg. 
Wikipedia CC BY SA 3.0. en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beluga_whale#/
media/File:Delphinapterus_leucas_in_shallows.jpg.

Betta Siamese Fighting Fish (p. 15). Rethinktwice. Pixabay Public 
Domain. pixabay.com/photos/fighting-fish-betta-splendens-fish-
6029905/?download.

Blackfin Tuna (p. 9). Williams, J. T.; Carpenter, K. E.; Van Tassell, J. 
L.; Hoetjes, P.; Toller, W.; Etnoyer, P.; Smith, M. - Williams, J. 
T.; Carpenter, K. E.; Van Tassell, J. L.; Hoetjes, P.; Toller, W.; 
Etnoyer, P.; Smith, M. (2010). “Biodiversity Assessment of the 
Fishes of Saba Bank Atoll, Netherlands Antilles”. PLoS ONE 5 (5): 
e10676. DOI:10.1371/journal.pone.0010676. PMID 20505760. 
PMC: 2873961. Thunnus atlanticus - pone.0010676.g186.
png. Wikipedia CC BY 2.5. wikipedia.org/wiki/Tuna#/media/
File:Thunnus_atlanticus_-_pone.0010676.g186.png.

Black Mamba (p. 25). Bill Love/Blue Chameleon Ventures. Dendroaspis 
polylepis by Bill Love.jpg. Wikipedia CC BY SA 3.0. wikipedia.
org/wiki/Black_mamba#/media/File:Dendroaspis_polylepis_by_
Bill_Love.jpg.

Most of the images and photos have been modified in some way (changes have been made).
The licensor (creator of the image) does not necessarily endorse me or my use of their photos and/or illustrations.

Every effort has been made to trace the copyright holders of the material in this book. The publisher is grateful to 
the following individuals and organizations for their contributions and permission to reproduce material. Use of this 

material does not in any way suggest that the individual or organization endorses this book.
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Hammerhead Shark (p. 6). Eden, Janine and Jim. Flickr CC BY 2.0. flickr.
com/photos/edenpictures/28776238172/in/photolist-KQRK4s-
FxYHsT-6SA88b-55tUds-pXmuwg-pFDRCx-pY1YZX-pFadER-
bB56Sv-pF6zUK-pFaee6-P42rKM-p1MNGr-pF8W2J-GqXvyw-
pXwkZF-2eignzK-8FUBDT-bHL2jB-atToUZ-G49jgf-FxYBwe-
eYYP7w-G49bu3-9D1nG5-55u5ZG-NZPdEm-NNibQR-ns3zwa-
55pLzr-8FUCkR-NZPdqo-aT5gWg-bynip4-fvr8qi-fvr8dk-jqXBm-
JmThvV-nJkRzq-ns3uft-7gbWCb-2cUpk9B-7g82qt-bkspKW-
8by5pv-rHoazX-a9msZJ-nnRB1t-WdS4nb-dbaGj3.

Hector Dolphin (p. 7). NOAA Fisheries. NOAA Public Domain. 
fisheries.noaa.gov/species/hectors-dolphin.

Hermit Crab (p. 10). Yulia Kolosova. Hermit crabs of Seychelles 
05.jpg. Wikimedia CC BY 4.0. commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Hermit_crabs_of_Seychelles_05.jpg.

Horn-Eyed Ghost Crab (p. 11). John Dickens, https://500px.
com/JohnDickens. Wikimedia Commons CC BY 3.0. 
commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Horneyed-ghost-
crab-24403401.jpg.

Horseshoe Crab (p. 10). Tony Alter. Flickr CC BY 2.0. flickr.com/
photos/78428166@N00/7102705909/in/photolist-bPDe1H-
m3EY5x-mm4ZJ-9RYggi-bCeqq1-qgQmG1-sp6SLC-QajJDr-
79zQtS-jWJve-jWJwE-oaNTz5-6w1p1C-79Bqso-92LFhp-bR98xH-
RzHAQ-5q1cnf-8eR9kc-288tfkj-RzHA7-cJLku9-sQFX-RzHFq-
amkg67-RzHzJ-26XGoWT-7nhKRu-5UsPJd-9aHJMx-hghRDz-
abKmjz-G6Y7BA-ofwATb-fMuXVk-VnPEeo-p12QM9-c9HrFf-
rLk7fw-9S3Y61-oBfvL6-9ZVdzA-dsfzCx-23hgWW-4FRTiJ-
6bqr4V-4FMPTT-mm4hP-r7cuaE-6XQqyX.

Humpback Whale (p. 7). Whit Welles - Wwelles14. Humpback 
stellwagen edit.jpg. Wikipedia CC BY 3.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/
Baleen_whale#/media/File:Humpback_stellwagen_edit.jpg.

Iberian Ribbed Newt (p. 4). David Pérez. Pleurodeles waltl 03 by-dpc.
jpg. Wikimedia Commons CC BY 3.0. commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Pleurodeles_waltl_03_by-dpc.jpg.

Indian Spectacled Cobra (p. 25). Marathekedar93. Indian Spectacled 
Cobra 02.jpg. commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Indian_
Spectacled_Cobra_02.jpg.

Indian Star Tortoise (p. 26). Davidvraju. Davidraju IMG 7365.jpg. 
Wikipedia CC BY SA 4.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_star_
tortoise#/media/File:Davidraju_IMG_7365.jpg.

Indochinese Spitting Cobra (p. 25). Tontanthailand. Naja-siamensis-
indochinese-spitting-cobra-southwest-thailand.jpg. commons.
wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Naja-siamensis-indochinese-spitting-
cobra-southwest-thailand.jpg.

Keyhold Sand Dollar-Tube Feet (p. 13). Sharon Mooney. Keyhole 
sand dollar 02.jpg. Wikipedia CC BY SA 3.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/
File:Keyhole_sand_dollar_02.jpg.

Keyhold Sand Dollar-Underside (p. 13). Edwardtbabinski. Keyhole 
sand dollar 07.jpg. Wikipedia CC BY 2.5. wikipedia.org/wiki/
Keyhole_sand_dollar#/media/File:Keyhole_sand_dollar_07.jpg. 

Kodagu Striped Caecilian (p. 5). Bhatta, G., Dinesh, K. P., Prashanth, 
P., and Srinivasa, R. 2011. https://threatenedtaxa.org/index.
php/JoTT/article/view/706. Ichthyophis kodaguensis from 
Basarekattae, India.jpg. Wikipedia CC BY 4.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/
Ichthyophis_kodaguensis#/media/File:Ichthyophis_kodaguensis_
from_Basarekattae,_India.jpg.

Komodo Dragon (p. 24). TLSPAMG. Pixabay Public Domain. pixabay.
com/photos/reptile-komodo-dragon-wildlife-1984970/.

Leaf Sheep Sea Slug (p. 13). Prilfish. Costasiella sp. or Kuroshimae with 
Eggs Crop on Avrainvillea Erectus Algae. Flickr CC BY 2.0. flickr.
com/photos/37707866@N00/19612568002.

Leafy Seadragon (p. 17). Ben Yanis. Flickr CC BY 2.0. flickr.com/photos/
barnyardbbs/2034607018/in/photolist-oxyA53-8ZLdqN-JmtHaN-
HMvDYA-6TrhNy-s1N14V-HFLVEC-tR4aop-tR4aEr-HMvDLS-
3eUG48-HFLWg7-oj3d9-afVpH-be1MTR-eEMfyw-cfRJ7q-
2iJqgAn-cfRKRS-anUpRe-cfRJrC-cfRJiw-cfRM8w-cfRMHf-cfRLio-
cfRKqA-cfRMAA-29W6TQ-cfRJUf-cfRKn9-cfRN3S-cfRKLC-
cfRKX1-cfRM15-cfRMxS-6kRYVY-uLqRbD-be1b6T-bcnSDV-
bcnRF4-bcnRyi-bcnRJx-bgP934-bcnRMk-bcnSFc-cfRMd9-cfRLvs-
cfRL8Q-cfRMuq-46MTMm.

Leatherback Sea Turtle (p. 27). Thomas Quine. Flickr CC BY 2.0. flickr.
com/photos/quinet/30059232178/in/photolist-MNeqtL-28iB91c-
7bdLUn-DvPhEE-9U4vvD-hci9Pb-hckU5V-hcn8yK-hcf8Yt-
hcgB9Y-2gEBopz-bAmcTt-hcik58-DpsQZB-2iRwZXg-bk98aq-
D1qQH1-7bdLV4-2iRvm5Z-2iRsAce-2iRwZZR-hvcaiP-2iRvm8z-
2iRwZAK-9Bg5XJ-2iRwZsy-2iRwZyL-2iRwZps-2iRwZNt-9U4vtB-
2kdikBG-batHEx-hck2Zz-daZkAS-pbjDCD-2hyvvPy-arCXe4-
7Gv7Cs-9YPWik-9YQ5fc-2XjphK-rg5B2e-7Gv55Y-51FUpR-
7Gv8fj-rUKUv1-2agnnDi-51FTQH-rfxuZF-sccGXC.

Leopard Tortoise (p. 26). Ursula Franke. Stigmochelys pardalis, Usakos.
jpg. Wikipedia CC BY SA 3.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/Leopard_
tortoise#/media/File:Stigmochelys_pardalis,_Usakos.jpg. 

Loggerhead Turtle-Baby (p. 27). Alejandro Linares Garcia. 
BabyLoggerheadTlalcoyunque.jpg. Wikimedia 
Commons CC BY SA 2.0. commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:BabyLoggerheadTlalcoyunque.jpg.

Luristan Newt (p. 5). Dr. Richard Bartlett. Neurergus Kaiseri.jpg. 
Wikimedia CC BY ND 4.0. commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Neurergus_Kaiseri.jpg#/media/File:Neurergus_Kaiseri.jpg.

Madagascar Tomato Frog (p. 3). Franco Andreone. Dyscophus 
antongilii02.jpg. Wikipedia CC BY SA 2.5. wikipedia.org/wiki/
Dyscophus_antongilii#/media/File:Dyscophus_antongilii02.jpg.

Magnificent Rabbitfish (p. 17). Karelj. Siganus magnificus 1.jpg. 
Wikipedia CC BY SA 3.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnificent_
rabbitfish#/media/File:Siganus_magnificus_1.jpg.

Mandarinfish (p. 16). Luc Viatour-https://lucnix.be. Synchiropus 
splendidus 2 Luc Viatour.jpg. Wikimedia CC BY SA 2.0. 
commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Synchiropus_splendidus_2_
Luc_Viatour.jpg.

Marbled Lungfish (p. 9). OpenCage. Marbled lungfish 1.jpg. Wikipedia 
CC BY 2.5. wikipedia.org/wiki/Lungfish#/media/File:Marbled_
lungfish_1.jpg.

Marbled Salamander (p. 4). Brian Gratwicke. Marbled salamander 
(14367751333).jpg. Wikimedia Commons CC BY 2.0. commons.
wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Marbled_salamander_(14367751333).jpg.

Mudpuppy (p. 5). Brian Gratwicke. Mudpuppy_White. Flickr CC 
BY 2.0. flickr.com/photos/briangratwicke/7576294202/in/
photolist-cxuuj7-bzMEsK-26NVWXk-a7AFv4-afXo3C-9wuWSS-
cxtXRb-8F69iS-feMdy-eYcMJC-W3cWax-283MVgb-6Nuazs-
BDreV-BDreC-BDrez-56VyTN-BDreP-BDreH-bnE2Cm-p7temZ-
pLR2Ux-p7qChq-pLMH68-aBzfDf-pzNB9B-quhsu7-qwuTif-
2hPmYqj-pLR3KR-q4d2Pn-q4d3me-q4m8Mq-pLMJ9a-p7qEoj-
q43xnr-6G9GoQ-7B7NeX-nA2JzF-9DDYqR-suvGnJ-7BbpoG-
UPiWqA-rNs7Hs-7NdmQv.

Mushroom Coral (p. 19). NOAA Photo Library. Expl1220. Flickr 
CC BY 2.0. flickr.com/photos/noaaphotolib/5014817925/in/
photolist-8D9fE2-8cB1Vq-8D8v6c-8D8vRX-bEmkG6-dKqKGz-
8DaSb7-8DbCH5-75BTa3-82jRVf-9pn59M-8cCkUi-2jP245-
8DaSrW-8DbC8C-i42pa-jhsg2B-a6bDAG-qUhCfD-kwgwre-
q9tUcW-6J7oQb-zXNJZC-8D7KSP-79Z7Hi-E9poTP-bDh3kN-
8pk8G-9S6ur3-9S6t4U-hmm4ms-9S6sCU-5r6ZGt-hmn2wF-
4zSz7S-22ZPzrH-RSFV5w-82gPSr-ELWcZX-A175j2-8D7ivB-
-4BffrZ-BWf7X-6sLdMM-5FoSeo-a6AmRy-89FC5W-kw4sEu-
9S3zkH-84p4H.

Muskie-big (p. 20). Eric Engbretson, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Esox 
masquinongyeditcrop.jpg. Wikipedia Public Domain. Wikipedia.
org/wiki/Muskellunge#/media/File:Esox_masquinongyeditcrop.jpg.“W
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Dungeness Crab (p. 11). Dan Boone, USFWS-United States Fish and 
Wildlife Service. DungenessCrab.jpg. Wikipedia Public Domain. 
wikipedia.org/wiki/Dungeness_crab#/media/File:DungenessCrab.jpg.

Eastern Musk Turtle (p. 27). Dawson. Sternotherus odoratus.jpg. 
Wikipedia CC BY SA 3.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/Sternotherus#/
media/File:Sternotherus_odoratus.jpg.

Egyptian Plover (p. 23). Francesco Veronesi. Flickr CC BY SA 2.0. 
flickr.com/photos/francesco_veronesi/31836549193/in/
photolist-dj1dHm-dj1ecq-dj1dSE-dj1fQt-7m6bfy-6yv1hb-
2kwtehQ-25rx872-2h6iHan-nZcz9c-2jxGuZv-4mVHse-VYdywF-
7m6bd1-7m2hW6-7m6bkW-SH5XR3-QvhCUz-ULJhuJ-RvwVK1-
2ki1P32-2easmTo-2easmJq-2easmBm-2easmuC-4mZKMQ-
4mVHpt-RuZrYX-2easkN7-RoRvxw-Nd1bMB.

Emerald Tree Boa (p. 25). Derek Ramsey. Emerald Tree Boa Corallus 
caninus.jpg. Wikimedia Commons CC BY SA 4.0. commons.
wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Emerald_Tree_Boa_Corallus_caninus.jpg.

Emperor Newt (p. 4). Brian Gratwicke. Flickr CC BY 2.0. flickr.com/
photos/briangratwicke/23485438978/in/photolist-YQGqQs-
rKVK9-4ojbrM-VMDhGG-BMk1MG-YPaiUL-YPaixU-BMk2d1-
2bQaK87-2iN4K8n.

European Sardine (p. 9). Citron. Sardina pilchardus 2011.jpg. 
Wikipedia CC BY SA 3.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/European_pilchard#/
media/File:Sardina_pilchardus_2011.jpg.

Fairy Basslet (p. 16). Brian Gratwicke. Flickr CC BY 2.0. flickr.com/
photos/19731486@N07/3783122594/.

Fire Salamander (p. 4). Didier Descouens. Salamandra salamandra 
MHNT 1.jpg. Wikipedia CC BY SA 4.0.  en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fire_
salamander#/media/File:Salamandra_salamandra_MHNT_1.jpg.

Fish Outline Graphic (p. 17). Bill Kasman. Flickr Public Domain. flickr.
com/photos/billkasman/26175663763/in/photolist-FT47TD-
9zpo3M-2gPj1s3-wzEsk3-KGhcDb-owad1-2h4zcG2-hNbDZ-
YoykXW-2jaRRxy-DqvtXw-2izBEnk-2iSzDRY-jhw4Ld-QvXYB6-
67LDRs-QUufuC-6WvSqK-aAZZjJ-ntecsF-2jktdn-2ivmmDY-
u4yaSq-7ekobs-WTDm5s-KsYbX1-5RcDBW-JJV4az-naDu1e-
KzvKgL-2hpp4ch-qg1tu5-KCoJGp-dvgr4j-9NKrJJ-qLwrQE-
jyLUsp-48HYnc-jyNRWG-RadKVB-jyNYUu-6ZE8En-7mSZ4d-
7iEdra-r67xq-6KaddY-NyA3iy-6aME3Z-r68m9-6MFTPB.

Flamingo Tongue Snail (p. 13). Laszlo Ilyes. Flickr CC BY 2.0. flickr.
com/photos/laszlo-photo/107162558/in/photolist-ateGj-
GzAt7o-98bYHN-edxadm-qj7t9e-qAsEkG-chMVJ-e5h1R-
2htSqRW-qobZJm-qokvnT-qocAp5-qU4pEb-DR5UTo-dibQjV-
f5e2Uy-6afc9W-CW7Hpx-DriUFw-qobZYu-JBEiTA-qDLMyw-
T8c45-DR41NU-DKuUax-DTq8VV-2jMDbA4-DriKYw-L3h26-
QoE4cr-L3555.

Frog Pad Closeup (p. 2). U.S. National Library of Medicine. Public 
Domain. ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/core/lw/2.0/html/tileshop_pmc/
tileshop_pmc_inline.html?title=Click%20on%20image%20to%20
zoom&p=PMC3&id=4275865_rsfs20140036-g3.jpg.

Gecko Foot (p. 24). Bjørn Christian Tørrissen. Gecko foot on glass.
JPG. Wikipedia CC BY SA 3.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/Gecko#/media/
File:Gecko_foot_on_glass.JPG.

Gharial Crocodile (p. 23). Snehil3. Baby Gharial.jpg. Wikipedia CC BY 
SA 3.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/Crocodilia#/media/File:Baby_Gharial.jpg.

Giant Caribbean Sea Anemone (p. 18). Nick Hobgood-Nhobgood. 
Condylactis gigantea (Giant Anemone) red base.jpg. Wikipedia 
CC BY SA 3.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/Condylactis_gigantea#/media/
File:Condylactis_gigantea_(Giant_Anemone)_red_base.jpg.

Giant Clam (p. 10). Prilfish. Flicker CC BY 2.0. flickr.com/photos/
silkebaron/48649920337/in/photolist-2h82ynX-aAxy9z-p5KT6u-
2h81TWn-7gVBrS-8hfBeg-7gVChu-5NpWcg-qmAcMg-fsZzPr-
7ZoUCs-2jb4YfZ-bBKDd4-7pPhTr-Jw58zd-5huk2y-enRMC7-
rPUwPt-2h7Z1i1-2h81SPc-qvT6Te-zKBDbx-4EfkDZ-2h7Z2ro-
2h81XfX-CCNKbt-9JAaW9-2h821Za-7gVDgq-2h82GPg-2h7ZaKx-
2h81KUq-TiCoQa-2h7Z3KA-yZCMxQ-kwdj54-2h821yW-2jJN6p-
fsZzCa-b3YCjZ-TXa4SJ-8XdkBu-6uz6DK-aS4NTR-CnE8zZ-
BYDwYh-7ZoUz7-CWaoLM-BYDxVC-BYDyiG. 

Giant Isopod (p. 11). Cifraser1. Flickr CC BY 2.0. flickr.com/photos/
cifraser/38192041044/in/photolist-2hXZyVk-9uLf9d-u6PCo7-
5q1cUw-5q1cD1-rmQkqJ-bFaDNf-bFaEbS-21bUcdh-bFaDWf-
HkrQKH-dRTPk2-tK5zEX-dRTPyH-4jJLMR-5QAPJU-4G2dHG-
2bGjVCq-EtqBWB-P39ujZ-fHGMuX-2bGka1h-QEC7yf-QECpCW.

Glass Frog (p. 3). Mauricio Rivera Correa - http://calphotos.berkeley.
edu. Cochranella susatamai03.jpg. Wikipedia CC BY SA 2.5. 
wikipedia.org/wiki/Glass_frog#/media/File:Cochranella_
susatamai03.jpg. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glass_frog#/
media/File:Cochranella_susatamai03.jpg.

Glass Frog Underside (p. 3). Carl C. Hansen (Smithsonian Institution), 
Public.Resource.org. Flickr Public Domain. flickr.com/photos/
publicresourceorg/493850502/in/photolist-KD7xQ-5S1Uun-
syvznw-enDqZ9-TWPANd-bCSY3x-KD6kd-6FYoLr-KDcLa-
7BTLf1-oxdv1M-dsH6j7-KD5BC-KD5Vf-5vrVmD-8eoRwj-
hR93xR-hR8PU5-KD5S5-KCXCG-KD5aX-KDcJt-KD5Ad-KD5uS-
9zYr1Z-KD5xu-KD5T7-KD7yJ-KD61A-KDcET-KD5w1-KDcqX-
xoWN7K-a8pD6F-KDcmx-6NvoXd-86Jiag-pk4Cxr-JTB2aP-
22TDqXt-pripqq-8ekAVM-HKXqJ-ziDuZw-5HMRtL-7k2eiP-
KD5cx-gJUmXR-KD6aw-KDcTT.

Golden Mantella Frog (p. 2). Frank Vassen. Flickr CC BY 2.0. 
flickr.com/photos/42244964@N03/13795093335/in/
photolist-b4Ujr-iidgRc-mU8DAZ-n2Aanv-jbRcfY-n1YLZn-
mUZzQn-22YEmKN-4oj9HH-4oj9ut-aFwjr4-dRxDp5-
dS4KDE-Tr5biW-4mMF4A-4mHBRH-4mMEUC-4mM2QY-
4mMET1-4mMFaJ-4ray9U-SR6Q7R-SNk7PG-SR6Q5B-SR6Q3n-
n22sCP-n21nm8-joaNTb-h4cKok-qezCRG-cCQoD3-2byGNMd-
quQV8f-fJUFnw-fJUCdw-24xirSs-24xirW5.

Goliath Frog-combined (p. 3). Adrigu. P1010196. Flickr CC BY 2.0. 
flickr.com/photos/97793800@N00/7070533367/in/photolist-
4PRSkC-5vMytD-2haqhvP-2gTmSys-cXvS15-rx7575-bLNkeH-
4PRT45-85goex-85jwkN.

Goliath Frog-combined (p. 3). Ryan Somma. Flickr CC BY SA 2.0. 
flickr.com/photos/ideonexus/2962494747/in/photolist-4PRSkC-
5vMytD-2haqhvP-2gTmSys-rx7575-4PRT45-cXvS15-bLNkeH-
85goex-85jwkN.

Gold Dust Day Gecko (p. 24). Jurriaan Schulman. Phelsuma l. laticauda.
jpg. Wikipedia CC BY SA 3.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/Gecko#/media/
File:Phelsuma_l._laticauda.jpg.

Gopher Tortoise (p. 26). Judy Gallagher. Flickr CC BY 2.0. flickr.com/
photos/52450054@N04/31527638716/.

Great White Shark (p. 6). Terry Goss. White shark.jpg. Wikimedia CC 
BY SA 3.0. commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:White_shark.jpg.

Great White Shark Tooth Fossil (p. 6). Kevmin. Carcharodon carcharias 
01.jpg. Wikimedia Commons CC BY SA 3.0. commons.wikimedia.
org/wiki/File:Carcharodon_carcharias_01.jpg.

Green Anole (p. 24). Lycaon. Green anole.jpg. Wikimedia Commons 
CC BY SA 3.0. commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Green_anole.jpg.

Green Iguana (p. 24). Cary Bass. Iguana iguana, with blue and red 
coloration.jpg. Wikipedia CC BY SA 3.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/
Green_iguana#/media/File:Iguana_iguana,_with_blue_and_red_
coloration.jpg.

Green Sea Turtle (p. 27). Roberto Costa Pinto. Green Sea Turtle 
swimming.jpg. Wikipedia CC BY SA 4.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/
Turtle#/media/File:Green_Sea_Turtle_swimming.jpg.

Green Snake in Snake Facts (p. 25). Mike_68. Pixabay Public Domain. 
pixabay.com/photos/snake-reptile-tree-snake-3979601/.

Guineafowl Puffer (p. 14). Bill Eichenlaub, NPS-National Park Service. 
Arothron meleagris by NPS 1.jpg. Wikipedia Public Domain. 
wikipedia.org/wiki/Tetraodontidae#/media/File:Arothron_
meleagris_by_NPS_1.jpg. 
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Peacock Mantis Shrimp (p. 10). Charlene McBride. Flickr CC BY 2.0. 
flickr.com/photos/ursonate/4481222867/in/photolist-7PZrre-
KsYKZJ-JFR7My-Kzwg9b-mFcTYh-LHJJgg-GbLQTw-KzvGud-
LANBoP-L4BsoE-946qTU-27etwVC-r8Q7jE-puHTdX-2iQfBCR-
s1m7q5-qnx5i8-539rk9-7dT3ta-bzsaKw-enh69T-engRC6-
QcLuTC-EPz5QM-9FEMkc-Ary9zf-4m1FGY-emG5G5-4kWDwa-
7WE25g-i41Qi-c7Bv99-i41Fz-dWsn1Z-6ZpcSi-b1w5vn-CVKDS-
FRNcPx-Efe1x-Y1Dog2-aNKEnt-p5XX8d-29vR64Y-VmW9yB-
24zcps-bx1Sj5-u83z4E-LQKqLR-a85QB8-6WS4ce.

Peacock Mantis Shrimp Eyes (p. 10). Prilfish. Mantis Shrimps’ Eyes 
Crop - Odontodactylus Scyllarus. Flickr CC BY 2.0. flickr.com/
photos/silkebaron/19303160218/in/photolist-vpKK2d-4t8SN8-
uBypr-mL4jL-qKxPXM-26NW4mc-arSJqK-oCViMJ-agMrFP-
mL3xt-aeq8dZ-aesVQC-6ps69-mL3X7-agQgfs-iMhUgF-iikMVB-
iim9CY-sdS9RL-5q1rz1-MvbjQU-nw1tS8-6AEZ5i-8nBMvr-SufGe-
pTJCXY-vwZPc4-8nnzQE-enTggh-9imfVB-26ctmp4-9img1v-
9img4T-25V1Bi1-9ipmew-2jadNFm-eniGci-oiGKAc-emFJnW-
257qr6q-HB8JJe-6prPZ-QZPrV8-bDYHjz-icjjum-iMo4aJ-c7Bvcb-
enTnEG-6ps4y-9imfrc.

Pennant Coralfish (p. 14). PublicDomainPictures. Pixabay Public 
Domain. pixabay.com/photos/angelfish-fish-freshwater-
fish-218086/.

Pig-Nosed Turtle (p. 27).  Laura Wolf. Phillyzoogrp1DSC_0709. Flickr 
CC BY 2.0. flickr.com/photos/laurawolfartist/35687585651/in/
photolist-7zrmu3-2nMMEs-DgofxJ-7sDFHG-2nMXuq-W3ou7P-
WnAcST-WjiLxA-2169anZ-YYAiC3-2169a2Z-ZbGJyN-9LKcHg-
qu8RQx-EnGP6j-fLYmr7-XcUrqc-c5tu5j-MhnxK-Xau6PQ-9jiDdP-
58qmmd-9xVjg-gbZekE-iFnpne-YeNmAK-i1VfvK-c1Q1WG-
i1UzXy.

Pink Soft Coral (p. 18). Thomas Quine. Flickr CC BY SA 2.0. flickr.
com/photos/quinet/5478072721/in/photolist-9m5yaF-aXCtBZ-
9yeqb3-deaSEJ-qbPFTx-89mMCK-9Wkcq6-R9e9YL-GG7Ujk-
23ufo2-6Ygyw2-TwgU51-aBQNHu-caYrYJ-HWfhho-ejzmKu-
HyLjN9-yUKwhG-25G8u99-dSYDFF-aZ7rYT-4NGtni-23KcGKw-
Tb4DoJ-vRoKgZ-hTV6bh-a5bRNW-9sZ5BS-9P5dea-dAYrYW-
9hcxLK-aBN6KT-8NMQjG-6D625-fKJUzK-5Wnbd5-FaVVNg-
pvZB2p-nQcsXv-HcjLk3-qsKtiD-7x83bX-J6gVb7-aTj69i-V1PTGq-
9fhAoy-3Cgqsn-qvUh5b-RnGQn-dT1JM4.

Placoid Scales (p. 6). Pascal Deynat/Odontobase. Denticules cutanés 
du requin citron Negaprion brevirostris vus au microscope 
électronique à balayage.jpg. Wikipedia CC BY SA 3.0. wikipedia.
org/wiki/Fish_scale#/media/File:Denticules_cutanés_du_
requin_citron_Negaprion_brevirostris_vus_au_microscope_
électronique_à_balayage.jpg.

Platypus (p. 8). Christopher Schmidt. Flickr CC BY 2.0. flickr.com/
photos/crschmidt/7015908171/in/photolist-bFYn4Z-boJ51f-
dE4G7-rKJNEy-qUseW3-aTsLbP-Ko7iW-7GLHe7-qC6Uwn-
2ehiKrH-4aPhfP-E1Sa4p-6ar-T71TGb-qBYpXW-dTWjCV-UicdU-
cV4bVE-6mE6dh-acDQap-9jK1Lo-dE5mv-acDPSn-25rx5Jg-
96eH46-dRsEnx-9jFPcn-4aTVAU-CDvHNp-dE4FnV-5xQVmj-
fSLD2r-H6eVdd-7XX5qc-9mJGdi-GwYLk-2ecDvL7-e7e2oJ-
PHHZL-9mMJKG-6kf9zq-22npNYA-7H4uTo-4aTgrj-2imPGBu-
8zrhu9-vWhLDF-5A411H-8P5H9L-8t2KQS.

Poison Dart Frog (p. 3). Dirk van der Made (DirkvdM). Poison dart frog 
panama.jpg. Wikimedia Commons CC BY 1.0. upload.wikimedia.
org/wikipedia/commons/7/7f/Poison_dart_frog_panama.jpg.

Porcupine Fish (p. 14). George Parrilla. Pufferfish (Butete).jpg. 
Wikipedia CC BY 2.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/Porcupinefish#/media/
File:Pufferfish_(Butete).jpg.

Protozoa (p. 28). Thierry Arnet. Collection Penard MHNG Specimen 
88-4-3 Centropyxis aculeata.tif. Wikimedia Commons CC BY 
SA 3.0. commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Collection_Penard_
MHNG_Specimen_88-4-3_Centropyxis_aculeata.tif.

Rainbow Trout (p. 20). Sam Stukel, U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service. USFWS Mountain-Prairie Public Domain. Rainbow 
Trout (Oncorhynchus Mykiss). flickr.com/photos/
usfwsmtnprairie/51373013565/in/photolist-2mgE88c-2mLwvPk-
5Z7YVp-2iXyidW-bqb5eK-auMiYA-au9HSH-mFTMzr-5mnxBK-
5mnzKH-7vZmZN-7A1dwH-7vZn4A-7vZmRj-a5ts5B-HzriHp-
dCaRrK-2m7exxu-bNqa3e-2m7iH7j-a4GGBN-7yq6sL-uLkiW1-
ZzJNdV-2m7fria-7MTFUb-mpfJiW-23iXeXC-23iXewC-9rX8HJ-
2m7ft3N-86T7gd-JJSiM7-mvsaxq-bqb5bB-FXNjDR-oowHoc-
mvqT8T-mvqjRR-cTvDb7-2m7b34M-Hwu57j-2m4LVbv-5Zr5LD-
2j9WpyW-2fJUr5D-2intBBx-2kB38pM-mdRf-264P4cX.

Red-Bellied Piranha (p. 14). H. Zell. Pygocentrus nattereri - Karlsruhe 
Zoo 01.jpg. Wikipedia CC BY SA 3.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/Piranha#/
media/File:Pygocentrus_nattereri_-_Karlsruhe_Zoo_01.jpg. 

Red Comb Sea Star Closeup (p. 12). Philippe Guillaume. Othello. Flickr 
CC BY 2.0. flickr.com/photos/philippeguillaume/4026440845/in/
photolist-6Wkoud-5HMRtL-6WkoWo-78NyzT-792WK1.

Red-Eyed Tree Frog (p. 2). Ralphs_Fotos. Pixabay Public Domain. 
pixabay.com/photos/red-eye-frog-red-eyed-tree-frog-2815682/.

Redfin Anthias (p. 17). Rickard Zerpe. Redfin Anthias (Pseudanthias 
Dispar) Flickr CC BY 2.0. flickr.com/photos/125265709@
N08/41949927770.

Reef Cuttlefish (p. 13). Nick Hobgood (Nhobgood). Sepia latimanus 
(Reef cuttlefish) dark coloration.jpg. Wikimedia Commons CC 
BY SA 3.0. commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Sepia_latimanus_
(Reef_cuttlefish)_dark_coloration.jpg.

Reef Triggerfish (p. 14). Zsispeo. Wedgetail Triggerfish, juvenile 
- Rhinecanthus rectangulus (10913246303).jpg. Wikipedia 
CC BY SA 2.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/Reef_triggerfish#/media/
File:Wedgetail_Triggerfish,_juvenile_-_Rhinecanthus_
rectangulus_(10913246303).jpg.

Sailfish (p. 7). Citron. Istiophorus platypterus.jpg. Wikimedia 
Commons CC BY SA 3.0. commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Istiophorus_platypterus.jpg.

Scalloped Hammerhead Shark-Underside (p. 6). Kris Mikael Krister. 
Scalloped Hammerhead Shark Sphyrna Lewini (226845659).jpeg. 
Wikipedia CC BY 3.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/Hammerhead_shark#/
media/File:Scalloped_Hammerhead_Shark_Sphyrna_Lewini_
(226845659).jpeg.

Scorpionfish (p. 16). Prilfish. Flickr CC BY 2.0. flickr.com/photos/
silkebaron/29332348841/in/photolist-LFZXor-LKZnUo-29jnLbS-
2apKadk-7cazNp-F8JBeB-5jdaRw-AUDnqk-cyGSQ5-BS4AMe-
fESdrH-pShKnT-2akqyYj-dvzou1-dAmDeT-cMX1sJ-BnKoVD-
8qKgrF-YrV8BG-vQjrw3-bPGS7r-5wGnxA-8Wom1m-8WkfSt-
6KP4sh-8WkeDi-8WkgrT-8Woj7y-agK2Vh-5wGjGf-8WofPd-
X1BRNb-9BZc61-5wuX2w-5wuWw3-5ACt6q-Xt8saH-8kLYui-
4tcRXY-YuvUmR-brrmLb-2h82xFM-5eE7f6-5eDXop-mbjcPE-
2izBEnk-brrmC1-5ACgxS-5ACg63-98JDua.

Seahorse (p. 15). Shellac. Flickr CC BY 2.0. flickr.com/photos/
pldms/3016990059/in/photolist-5AAS2Z-2iYVQLw-8yTrbj-
o1nPRj-72hyfu-7VB6dw-KQwtK-wArQ9-5synvK-5XRwc1-5r6Z4F-
5rbjLJ-ehdfSW-4yfRfa-6pYrJw-2h9yhsC-y3M5vQ-5h35Uc-
5h35gn-5h7qmq-5h7q3E-rHJgks-2egE65u-6EZaBe-3GQb3t-
oeij-SDmLg-7caziD-CKrYjZ-GRznGM-7B3iMQ-6cmwaB-7A97Sg-
5h35KK-5h35zB-v7e84-dqzQkt-rHSjWF-4iXwhK-52QW5W-
85ZkMg-4vx2Km-rHJgr9-6cxJnn-6cBRXQ-72dzDt-9ty98h-
7VdoSQ-cUaUqW-8PgrMK.

Sea Urchin-Live (p. 13). Frédéric Ducarme. Clypeaster reticulatus.jpg. 
Wikipedia CC BY SA 4.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/Sand_dollar#/media/
File:Clypeaster_reticulatus.jpg. Spotted Salamander (p. 5). Scott 
Camazine. SpottedSalamander.jpg. Wikimedia Commons CC BY 
SA 3.0. commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:SpottedSalamander.jpg.

Senegal Chameleon (p. 24). Farid AMADOU BAHLEMAN. Chamaeleo 
senegalensis autour de la Pendjari 02.jpg. Wikimedia Commons 
CC BY SA 4.0. commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Chamaeleo_
senegalensis_autour_de_la_Pendjari_02.jpg.“W
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Muskie-small (p. 20). Timothy Knepp, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 
Muskellunge USFWS.jpg. Wikimedia Commons Public Domain. 
commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Muskellunge_USFWS.jpg#/
media/File:Muskellunge_USFWS.jpg.

Mustache Conger Eel (p. 8). Philippe Bourjon - Don de l’auteur à 
Wikipédia. Conger cinereus, de nuit.jpg. Wikipedia CC BY SA 
3.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/Eel#/media/File:Conger_cinereus,_de_
nuit.jpg.

Nano Chameleon (p. 24). Frank Glaw, Jörn Köhler, Oliver Hawlitschek, 
Fanomezana M. Ratsoavina, Andolalao Rakotoarison, Mark D. 
Scherz & Miguel Vences - Glaw, F., Köhler, J., Hawlitschek, O. et 
al. Brookesia nana Fig4A.jpg. Wikipedia CC BY 4.0. wikipedia.
org/wiki/Brookesia_nana#/media/File:Brookesia_nana_Fig4A.jpg.

Nautilus (p. 12). Hans Hillewaert. Nautilus pompilius (detail).jpg.  
Wikipedia CC BY SA 4.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/Chambered_
nautilus#/media/File:Nautilus_pompilius_(detail).jpg.

Nautilus Split Shell-combined (p. 12). Chris 73. 
NautilusCutawayLogarithmicSpiral.jpg. Wikipedia Commons CC 
BY SA 3.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/Nautilus#/media/File:NautilusCutaw
ayLogarithmicSpiral.jpg. 

Nautilus Split Shell-combined (p. 12). Jitze Couperus. Chambered 
Nautilus Shell - detail. Flickr CC BY 2.0. flickr.com/photos/
jitze1942/3114723951/in/photolist-5KeLV6-eaYwaS-2gR3Bxs-
29dyRbx-EkACWY-24QdFFX-cx4VKQ-6UbkmU-5KeLU2-K1rq4E-
K26jr1-6ofSAR-cx4WPN-HDohve-7t1NoK-ah9tHo-7qGxb1-
5SnqM8-227s8Q9-9Fvgqt-9PY7Z-2j3vTXk-QXaNXX-4Wu7wN-
2hK3ALq-ZL51E1-RTaHBy-2j44dnB-2hHyYWu-KKVckp-zYiCa7-
qKNVu-H3BdeJ-2gRArJv-9csB6K-76hXZL-LoNuXL-XNzQfq-
BRr73M-trRgGr-q14tgY-5SrMAo-SyE1eE-2hH5XQK-xq4WLw-
Jtyzsm-ac1o2Z-adc1g6-z6Spcw-ninMWT.

Necklace Sea Star (p. 12). Nick Hobgood-Nhobgood. Fromia monilis 
(Seastar).jpg. Wikipedia CC BY SA 3.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/
Starfish#/media/File:Fromia_monilis_(Seastar).jpg.

Neon Damselfish (p. 16). Rickard Zerpe. Neon damselfish (Pomacentrus 
coelestis) (37055930522).jpg. Wikimedia Commons CC BY 2.0. 
commons.m.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?search=neon+damselfish
&title=Special:MediaSearch&type=image.

Nile Tilapia (p. 21). Bjørn Christian Tørrissen, bjornfree.com/galleries.
html. Oreochromis-niloticus-Nairobi.JPG. Wikipedia CC BY 
SA 3.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/Tilapia#/media/File:Oreochromis-
niloticus-Nairobi.JPG.

Northern Krill (p. 10). Øystein Paulsen - MAR-ECO. Meganyctiphanes 
norvegica2.jpg. Wikipedia CC BY-SA 3.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/
Krill#/media/File:Meganyctiphanes_norvegica2.jpg.

Northern Pike-big (p. 20). Sam Stukel, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 
USFWS Public Domain. digitalmedia.fws.gov/digital/collection/
natdiglib/id/31808/rec/26. 

Northern Pike-small (p. 20). Timothy Knepp, U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service. USFWS Public Domain. Esox lucius1.jpg. commons.
wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Esox_lucius1.jpg.

Ocellated Flounder (p. 9). SEFSC Pascagoula Laboratory; Collection 
of Brandi Noble, NOAA/NMFS/SEFSC. Ocellated flounder ( 
Ancylopsetta ommata ).jpg. Wikimedia Commons CC BY 2.0. 
commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ocellated_flounder_(_
Ancylopsetta_ommata_).jpg.

Octopus Vase (p. 12). Wolfgang Sauber. AMI - Oktopusvase.jpg. 
Wikimedia Commons CC BY SA 2.0. commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:AMI_-_Oktopusvase.jpg.

Orange Sun Coral (p. 18). Justin Casp. Tubastrea.faulkneri. Flickr 
CC BY SA 2.0. flickr.com/photos/ctenophore/7013460/in/
photolist-BWRJ-abbuNj-emRe8S-gkDHhB-7Wg3x7-gCTFbS-
9x8UnM-9DevBf-8DbbjN-2wRBrf-7JWyp8-9Ci7kz-7Wg3vA-
pviGB3-8Daq9E-gjHuxg-7gVf9S-2eoXJyw-gCTrjT-gjLpW6-
HLFbZW-7C3Kpz-8NCcqp-g45rQW-2fFv2h-aKk6A6-dwcEZ-
9BbBvJ-aprLd6-KCVc3-4FkRZY-affnvK-6itbki-9gatsc-dCuTap-
arVkYh-dTbvEp-7e7c2m-ag21qZ-8D85SB-4EetyV-DVHfw-
8NysTX-9iKjs3-5MZzA-abCVgV-8qw47B-fnzaR9-6wpHkP-cftJ9j.

Orange Tube Anemone (p. 19). National Marine Sanctuaries. OCNMS 
Orange Anemone. Flickr Public Domain. flickr.com/photos/
onms/50199856137/in/photolist-2jtZohZ-52DdXC-PcT66-
2j15hji-FVHBzM-TSVUmR-ek8z9r-8DqJTt-ddUhqQ-2gtGr6r-
fwUQQy-3Q3Gdh-qyqbwN-7TXKhJ-bUX1XN-6p24F3-4DiA8a-
zZxS66-2h8bpKu-kvUGyj-8DtQYY-awP1Q2-biUYHp-5pW2RB-
4RomQ5-47gtuR-9HTCfP-7GVoiB-79aB8q-8rZLGB-rKchv7-
ygvtaZ-2iCvU7U-8kyKoS-DsLikC-9R472J-Jguqck-kvSoJz-sgjih-
7WBUn-29GnihF-4g9o54-n5gbD-TSVUie-sq5RJ1-8sMxeA-
LgRf94-22Ajryd-ek8BBc-8saeuQ.

Orca Dolphin (p. 6). Painting. Jacque Bernadette.
Oriental Sweetlips (p. 17). Antje Schultner. Flickr CC BY SA 2.0. 

flickr.com/photos/momentsinthenature/46253108872/in/
photolist-2dtegQm-2jggdPG-2jgeXM3-2dghq4k-2jggdRA-
2iqZSVf-2jgc17S-2jggdSx-8yfysS-8ycvSX-2fmi6Ug-KCpL2g-
2hnrjpP-JFS9ys-KvrmuF-2hnrjoS-2kK5FqP-KCXo4-2iqZSWY-
xPv3sP-2ZEcxD-xR883Y-ZKECdU-MqX2gb-Wi29kN-ZNneFz-
Tb45vu-2hns5h9-bog3xY-2janBs7-bBaW1n-JqqoRA-U8j7TP-
8zrMx8-5Bahva-698k5M-2hns5ey-4fr3cc-558rkT-ZNmSRZ-
2j1e1p1-25GBMAD-NgAS5R-2hnrjmT-2hnpvwu-21VfpBd-
5x9SUw-25GBME6-YHGAdj-24jqkMw.

Ornate Box Turtle (p. 27). commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ornate_
Box_Turtle_(Terrapene_ornata)_(29905668306).jpg.

Otter (p. 9). Allen Watkin. Flickr CC BY SA 2.0. flickr.com/photos/
allenthepostman/3323090251/in/photolist-64DGXv-9yQdm4-
9yQeGR-T91j2d-d17H1o-4pn2fq-9yQe6a-2e8khMw-U4TePE-
9yQcZp-61xpFD-9yQdC8-64J2BE-61xoUa-21Wji5P-61xkZZ-
n8kcv-61Bws5-pnxZ3m-8Qf3PE-61xpiV-axtT-rKU8bG-YJydF-
CNp3kS-DNqQtm-kgSw1-61xmit-61xmza-61xq4e-4fun1u-
61BBa5-kgSvx-61ByVh-61Byv3-2j6BdFa-5ovzSd-ppx4AA-
61xqHp-ppyp3j-QrA7LB-NbtRMs-MRxwcN-2hHyXzr-5Rpwkj-
hmjoY-7UdAPF-61xnnz-RQAN5v-ZgPta. 

Oyster (p. 11). Sarah. I R OYSTER! I EATS YOU! RAHHH. Flickr 
CC BY 2.0. flickr.com/photos/dm-set/2516339088/in/
photolist-4QmTWG-21ETuRp-oShNDS-mbUuGQ-mbSHqa-
9FBqnJ-4vuy6Z-h9RQPW-9UmjxR-6nXTrh-75seot-7ZyrNV-
2jiZ6nG-2eAjvUX-sfdwcZ-a6Wofx-2jiUUuP-k4B7ui-Jn2sT-
A-AKwYpi-2hAa5v2-fubp9M-SdHdPu-5HMRtL-ayETCE-LueVq5-
FUaZuv-ALwjUD-5itrMX-vBN8EN-bhZ5ai-faycAz-5QyEyD-
AAs6ge-9cpCkF-bni5Gk-6nXWT5-eh3D1Y-8AbmZi-23HkGzK-
-29MYmva-bni5qK-2hHbY1X-f6ELi2-9csGfY-jZ4kTE-59QGQz-
kEVyxo-f6ELeF-f6FbK8.

Pacific Walrus (p. 8). PublicDomainImages. Pixabay Public Domain. 
pixabay.com/photos/rosmarus-odobenus-head-male-
walrus-387244/.

Paedophryne Amauensis Frog (p. 2). Rittmeyer EN, Allison A, Gründler 
MC, Thompson DK, Austin CC. Paratype of Paedophryne 
amauensis (LSUMZ 95004).png. Wikimedia CC BY 2.5. commons.
wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Paratype_of_Paedophryne_amauensis_
(LSUMZ_95004).png.

Painted Turtle (p. 27). USFWS Mountain-Prairie. Flickr CC BY 2.0. 
flickr.com/photos/usfwsmtnprairie/14541060047/.

Pajama Cardinalfish (p. 17). Q Phia, Flickr CC BY 2.0. flickr.com/
photos/q-phia/33588517920/in/photolist-Tb6WaW-29R6nMF-
b9BTW4-asAXhp-251D7MQ-asAWVb-7hwCm7-7MW2Dn-
asyjp4-GWEfkG-251DdPu-fGMKby-Tb6S6J-Stzx4u-Swh4rF-
23Hkun2-Tb797w-StA74C-23HkukP-TLaaMR-TGu6TL-TGu7s1-
TL9MVp-29R6op2-VWqJsp-Tb6Zeb-23HkaGM-StzBdS-Tb7Ywh-
Tb7sbN-bBaUBR-TGuPXA-aL6LzF-dX83WP-MEgW7L-MzWe9R-
LKUC2t-LKPFYY-MHhpRV-MzWj7B-Tb7pjf-Tb7tv1-299S6zH-
Tb7HDm-Tb7kUj-asDAz1-TGurHW-Tb71QY-StzRoL-6GHoAC.
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Siamese Crocodile (p. 23). Joxerra Aihartza - Nire Argazki-Bilduma. 
3.06b.jpg. Wikipedia FAL 1.3. wikipedia.org/wiki/Crocodile#/
media/File:3.06b.jpg.

Smallmouth Bass (p. 20). Eric Engbretson, USFWS, U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service. Detailed underwater photo of smallmouth 
bass fish micropterus dolomieu.jpg. Wikipedia Public Domain. 
wikipedia.org/wiki/Smallmouth_bass#/media/File:Detailed_
underwater_photo_of_smallmouth_bass_fish_micropterus_
dolomieu.jpg.

Southern Tree Agama  (p. 24). Bernard Dupont. Flickr CC BY 
SA 2.0. flickr.com/photos/berniedup/32732995343/in/
photolist-4EtBMB-6X41Q2-9xLSyf-2mGayEA-T6ziCX-oiLqzA-
SfdkUT-2gdYPPM-2jDyf2e-28V5dJX-21HEvnb-4HEYW1-
RHn6TN-pyVXWL-7NyvBk-8LJysB-SvFqcW-2kCrHri-RPNsdu-
213pEw9-2ju9UYF-hdvXGQ-2mK3Fgw-2kwFnLK-7QDvPM-
2n1eSvX-2mHvkFi-cAr4Bu-2v5J5S-2jExuaS-ibeRHP-igJrqo-
2iZ1u6D-2jDyXMK-ShY7gL-2iZ34oz-21HEvc1-RSoWU6-RSva7F-
b6LXBk-dwhtWT-oWAacr-4j6oqe-21HECqE-29oBX3v-GSNzfD-
5DxJda-2kwr6wB-atT1b3-SNyqpH.

Spider Tortoise (p. 26). Klaus Rudloff. Pyxis arachnoides brygooi.jpg. 
Wikipedia CC BY SA 4.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/Spider_tortoise#/
media/File:Pyxis_arachnoides_brygooi.jpg.

Spiral Tube Worm (p. 19). RamiAubourg. Spiral tube-worm.jpg. 
Wikimedia Commons CC BY SA 4.0. commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Spiral_tube-worm.jpg.

Sputnik Sea Urchin (p. 13). Steve Jurvetson. Flickr CC BY 2.0. flickr.
com/photos/jurvetson/751085804/in/photolist-29nvDf-7tXLEb-
bxhXMW-fLuxJJ-2cTsvzr-5UYHZp-rKyhvZ-8NBydQ-4KpsR8-
6igiet-4yF4LF-nESsKi-2gUjdgH-8JHu4T-2jcg482-2jciMe5-
2jck86d-Vz9cHs-uSqg3y-udarBk-uSqPDo-uSqMUw-vaiNEK-
uSyhKz-vaiNgZ-vrXdo8-fUSXdp-4sHri7-bu2stX-va1kkx-w8eg91-
Jmu6ps-J9tsto-nuusbm-HD1wKF-2bFh19m-2cokHGs-ucZJLw-
v7GcDQ-2XRzB4-ucZHe3-8MVnhZ-vaiS1n-uSqM9U-JoEHqc-
v7GbkC-kT5cC7-JuHRH-23tHzgN-nH3pvS. 

Striped Colonial Anemone (p. 18). Nick Hobgood-Nhobgood. Striped 
colonial anemone.jpg. Wikipedia CC BY SA 3.0. wikipedia.org/
wiki/Sea_anemone#/media/File:Striped_colonial_anemone.jpg.

Striped Surgeonfish (p. 17). Francois Libert. Striped Surgeonfish - 
Acanthurus Lineatus. Flickr CC BY SA 2.0. flickr.com/photos/
zsispeo/14104351513/in/photolist-numujn-e2RM7V-2eAtH4m-
VD2ihj-VD2hmw-H7Pmp4-e2RM8R-VD2hDf-KcgDyN-DFjdi-
2eJwnmS-netbi4-9xs9ew-7sar9L-6Ftj9y-9xs95f-5MZxr-pSz2mN-
7uvesD-nerwDM-21EfpRx-nef23g-2kK1re6-ecTvTk-e2RM7X-
UEbP6H-JFWPee-UEbPqR-JFS9ys-q2reqp-2gZvW8h-S2Hi1n-
2jPUTJe-49xJZN-UEbRLT-7rCakg-KzvaSb-KCoTca-KCp6Fi-
2jbUWmR-2jFCJfQ-2e8d2sF-2fPnGNA-6xCRn6-2iqZTd4-
2fWgMwH-5TcMtN-7ZLoFr-21VeomQ-4cssXA.

Sunfish (p. 21). Sam Stukel, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. USFWS 
Public Domain. digitalmedia.fws.gov/digital/collection/natdiglib/
id/31940/rec/14.

Surinam Horned Frog (p. 3). Bernard Dupont. Suriname Horned 
Frog (Ceratophrys cornuta) (7774154124).jpg. Wikipedia 
CC BY SA 2.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/Surinam_horned_frog#/
media/File:Suriname_Horned_Frog_(Ceratophrys_cornuta)_
(7774154124).jpg.

Tiger Salamander (p. 4). Glenn Bartolotti. Tiger Salamander-Florida.
jpg. Wikipedia CC BY SA 4.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/Tiger_
salamander#/media/File:Tiger_Salamander-Florida.jpg.

Tube Feet-Nail Starfish Podia (p. 12). Philippe Bourjon. Mithrodia 
clavigera bras.jpg. Wikipedia CC BY SA 4.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/
Tube_feet#/media/File:Mithrodia_clavigera_bras.jpg.

Unicornfish (p. 8). Hectonichus. Acanthuridae - Naso brevirostris-001. 
jpg. Wikipedia CC BY SA 4.0. wikipedia.org/wiki/Short-nosed_
unicornfish#/media/File:Acanthuridae_-_Naso_brevirostris-001.jpg.

Venomous Snake (Copperhead) in Snake Facts (p. 25). Petra Karstedt. 
Kupferkopf-02.jpg. wikipedia.org/wiki/Eastern_copperhead#/
media/File:Kupferkopf-02.jpg. Wikipedia CC BY SA 2.0 de. 

Venus Flytrap Anemone (p. 18). Image courtesy of Aquapix and 
Expedition to the Deep Slope 2007, NOAA-OE - NOAA Photo 
Library. Actinoscyphia aurelia 1.jpg. Wikipedia Public Domain. 
wikipedia.org/wiki/Venus_flytrap_sea_anemone#/media/
File:Actinoscyphia_aurelia_1.jpg.

Vietnamese Mossy Frog (p. 2). Katie Chan. ZSL London - Vietnamese 
mossy frog (02).jpg. Wikimedia Commons CC BY SA 4.0. 
commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:ZSL_London_-_Vietnamese_
mossy_frog_(02).jpg.

Wallace’s Flying Frog (p. 2). Rushen. Thai National Parks, www.
thainationalparks.com/khao-sok-national-park. Flickr CC BY SA 
2.0. flickr.com/photos/rushen/29613780731/in/photolist-zbreNs-
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A
agama, southern tree, 24
alligator

american, 22
chinese, 22
vs crocodile, 22

anemone
giant caribbean, 18
orange tube, 19
striped colonial, 18
venus fly trap, 18

anglerfish, 15
animal classification, 28
anole, green, 24
anthias, redfin, 17

B
barreleye, 15
bass, smallmouth, 20
basslet, fairy, 16
betta, siamese fighting fish, 15
Bible verses

Ecclesiastes 9:12, 21
Exodus 8:6, 3
Ezekiel 38:20, 14
Genesis 1:21, 7
James 3:7-8, 22
Job 12:8, 17
Leviticus 11:29
Mark 7:15, 10
Matthew 13:47, 9
Psalm 58:3-4, 25
Psalm 104:24-25, 18
Psalm 145:9, 4
Psalm 146:6, 13

blood chemistry, 28
boa, emerald tree, 25
boxfish, yellow, 16
butterflyfish, copperband, 14

 
C
caecilian

eggs, 5
kodagu striped, 5

candy darter, 20
catfish, yellow bullhead, 21
chameleon, nano and senegal, 24
clam, giant, 10
clownfish, 15
cobra

indian spectacled, 25
indochinese spitting, 25

cold blooded, 28
copepod, 11
coral

dragon eye zoanthid, 19
mushroom, 19
orange sun, 18
pink soft, 18

coralfish, pennant, 14
crab

dungeness, 11
hermit, 10
horn-eyed ghost, 11
horseshoe, 10

crocodile
eggs, 23
eye and teeth, 23
siamese, 23

trident, 23
vs alligator, 23

cuttlefish, reef, 13

D
damselfish, neon, 16
dolphin

bottlenose, 6
hector, 7
orca, 6

discus, 15

E
Ecclesiastes 9:12, 21
eel, mustache conger, 8
egyptian plover bird, 23
Exodus 8:6, 3
Ezekiel 38:20, 14

F
fish fins, 17 
flounder, ocellated, 9
frog

cape rain, 2
glass frog, 3
golden mantella, 2
goliath, 3
green and black poison dart, 3
madagascar tomato, 3
red-eyed tree, 2
pads closeup, 2
paedophryne amauensis, 2
surinam horned, 3
vietnamese mossy, 2
wallace’s flying, 2

G
gecko, gold dust day, 24
Genesis 1:21, 7
gharial, 23

I
iguana, green, 24
invertebrates, 28
isopod, giant, s11

J
James 3:7-8, 22
Job 12:8, 17

k
krill, northern, 10

L
Leviticus 11:29
lionfish, antennata, 14
lobster, caribbean spiny, 10
lungfish, marbled, 9

M
mamba, black, 25
manatee, 7
mandarinfish, 16
mink, american, 8
Mark 7:15, 10
Matthew 13:47, 9
monitor, komodo, 24
muskie (muskellunge), 20

n
nautilus, 12
newt

emperor, 4
iberian ribbed, 4
luristan, 5

o
ocean zones, 15
octopus, common/vase, 12
otter, 9
oyster, 11

P
perch, yellow, 21
pike, northern, 20
piranha, red-bellied, 14
pit viper, brazilian arrowhead, 25
platypus, 8
porcupine fish, 14
Psalm 58:3-4, 25
Psalm 104:24-25, 18
Psalm 145:9, 4
Psalm 146:6, 13
pufferfish, guineafowl, 14
python, reticulated, 25

R
rabbitfish, magnificent, 17

S
sailfish, 7
salamander

axolotl, 4
fire, 4
marbled, 4
mudpuppy, 5
spotted, 5
tiger, 4
western lesser siren, 5

salmon, chinook and eggs, 20
sand dollar, keyhole, 13
sardine, european, 9
scorpionfish, 16
seahorse, 15
sea jelly, pacific sea nettle, 13
seal, harp, 8
sea lion

california, 9
steller/man scale, 9

sea slug
blue dragon, 12
leaf sheep, 13

sea snail, flamingo tongue, 13
sea star, necklace, 12
sea urchin

aspidodiadematid, 12
clypeaster reticulatus, 13
sputnik, 13

shark 
great white, 6
hammerhead, 6
scales, 6
tooth fossil, 6
whale, 7

shrimp
armed nylon, 11
peacock mantis, 10

snake
corn, 25

Sophie the Seahorse
2, 5, 6, 8, 11, 12, 15-16, 19-20, 
23-24, 27-28

sponge, azure vase, 19
squid, caribbean reef, 12
stingray, bluespotted ribbontail, 7
sturgeon, beluga, 21
sunfish, hybrid, 21
sunlight zones, 19
surgeonfish, striped, 17
sweetlips, oriental, 17

T
tilapia, nile, 21
toad

asian common, 3
cane, 2

tortoise
aldabra giant, 26
angulate, 26
gopher, 26
indian star, 26
leopard, 26
spider, 26
vs turtle, 26
yellow-footed, 26

triggerfish, reef, 14
trout, rainbow, 20
tuna, blackfin, 9
turtle

eastern musk, 27
green sea, 27
leatherback sea, 27
loggerhead sea, 27
ornate box, 27
painted, 27
pig-nosed, 27
vs tortoise, 26

U
unicorn fish, short-nosed, 8

V
vertebrates, 28

W
walleye, fish and statue, 21
walrus, pacific, 8
warm blooded, 28
whale

beluga, 6
blue, 6-7

bus, car, human scale, 6
hector dolphin scale, 7

humpback, 7
worm

candy striped flatworm, 19
christmas tree, 18
spiral tube, 19

wrasse
dragon or rockmover, 16
rainbox, 16
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to convert to multiply by
Inches Centimeters 2.54
Centimeters Inches 0.393701
Centimeters  Feet 0.0328084
Feet Centimeters 30.48
Feet Meters 0.3048
Ounces Grams 28.3495
Grams Ounces 0.035274
Pounds Kilograms 0.453592
Kilograms Pounds 2.20462

to convert to multiply by
Gallons Liters 3.78541
Liters Gallons 0.264172
Miles/hr. Kilometers/hr. 1.60934
Kilometers/hr. Miles/hr. 0.621371

to convert to do this
Fahrenheit Celsius -32 then ÷1.8
Celsius Fahrenheit x1.8 then +32

M E T R I C  C O N V E R S I O N  C H A RT

his book tugged at this grandma’s heart and wouldn’t let go. Wonderful World shows just a wee 
bit of what has been made in this incredible world, with its beauty, complexity, design, order, and 

symmetry. I realize not everyone will agree with this and that’s okay. Let’s respect our difference of 
opinion and be kind to each other and leave it at that.

For me, we only need to look around us and see the details and variety in humans, animals, birds, bugs, food, 
flowers, trees, planets, the universe, and stars (God knows them all by name, Psalm 147:4), and so much more. 
Then to realize there is math (geometry) in all of them; from bees hexagonal honeycombs, to spiral galaxies 
and snail shells, and to intricate spider webs. We see complex, repeating patterns and exquisite designs (called 
fractals) in flowers, food, humans, insects, leaves, lightning, plants, snowflakes, and trees, (and again, in so much 
more!). And then we can go further to the microscopic things like bacteria groups, diatoms,  p l u s  m o re  an d 
se e  a d d i t i o n a l  p h en o m en a l  d es i g ns .

I’m astonished by the beauty and array of colors, the magnificence of sight, the extraordinary mechanics of 
hearing, and the nummy fragrant smells  a l l  around. . . think flowers come springtime or cinnamon rolls. The 
sheer volume of the splendor of this world displays the Glory of God from Romans 1:20. God has also revealed 
Himself through the Bible. His unlimited creativity with all of creation shows His love for humankind. 

Though this world is wonderful and creation may point us to God, it doesn’t give us eternal life which comes 
only through Jesus Christ. God loved us so much that He sent Jesus to die for our sins and through Christ’s 
blood, God made a way for us to get to heaven for eternity. We have done nothing to deserve God’s perfect 
love (Romans 5:8) and we don’t have to work to get to heaven, just simple belief in Jesus (Ephesians 2:8-
9, 1 Corinthians 15:1-4). He offers forgiveness of sins and gives us the gift of eternal life (John 14:6, Acts 
4:12). We are all broken, we all have sinned (Romans 3:23) but there is not a sinner so vile that if they would 
come in simple faith believing, God’s grace is enough to save. Heaven is going to be amazing, awesome, and 
breathtaking (1 Corinthians 2:9) . . . and I don’t want to miss it! The best is yet to come! 

I would like to express my gratitude to my hubby, daughter, and family’s support and to my precious father-
in-law, mother-in-law and sister who have made this book endeavor possible. Thank you to the many folks who 
saw me through this book and who provided encouragement, feedback, and support; Reenie Campbell, Tracey 
Finck, Ardis Hollermann, Deborah Ann Kirkeeide (check out her artist page), Dennis L., Lynette Lindberg and 
Andrea Peterson. A HUGE Thank You to all of you sweet people who signed up for the Book Updates and were 
there for the long haul! There’s too many to mention, but you know who you are. I thank you for the humor, 
help, and prayers. Thank you so much to Henry L. Richter, PhD. for your gracious foreword, I appreciate your 
kindness. And also, thank you Pamela Humphrey for proofreading this book and giving valuable feedback. 
Thanks Kelly Thomas, geneticist/teacher, for helping with the Reproductive Systems and DNA/Chromosomes 
pages. I appreciated all your help Sharon G. with proofing, proper names, punctuation, and getting me through 
A & P-Anatomy & Physiology. 

I beg forgiveness of those whose names I have failed to mention. I apologize for any grammatical or spelling 
errors; any errors that remain are my sole responsibility (I’m only human, I make mistakes). 

Love & blessings,
Jacque [said like Jackee]    ~ In Loving Memory of Mom and Dad ~
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